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6. Abstract
This document reports on the project "Stimulating the Operational Private Sec-
tor Use of Earth Observation Satellite Information."	 The project, fundeC for the
period November 1, 1979 through January 15, 1981, centered on developing and re-
fining ideas for new businesses specializing in using remote sensing and com-
puterized spatial data systems.	 Each such business serves as a "information
middleman", buying raw satellite or aircraft imagery, processing these data, com-
bining them in a computer system with customer-specific information, and marketing
the resulting information products. 	 Examples of the businesses the project de-
signed are:	 1) an agricultural facility site evaluation firm; 2) a mass media
grocery price and supply analyst and forecaster; 3) a management service for
privately held woodlots; 4) a brokerage for insulation and roofing contractors,
based on infrared imagery; 5) an expanded real estate information service. 	 In
addition, the project created more than twenty -five other commercially attractive
new "information middleman" ideas in agribusiness, forestry, mining, real estate,
urban planning and redevelopment, and consumer information.	 The five ideas listed
above the project analyzed in detail, assessing the commercial feasibility of
these businesses.	 This assessment included market surveys, revenue projections,
f cost analyses, and profitability studies. 	 The results showed that there are
large and enthusiastic markets willing to pay for the services these five busi-
nesses offer, and that the businesses could operate profitably.
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PREFACE
(Executive Summary)
This report describes the project "Stimulating the Operational Pri-
vats Sector Use of Earth Observation Information," funded by NASA for
the period November 1, 1979 through January 15, 1981. Effort centered
on developing promising ideas for new businesses specializing in remote
sensing and spatial data information systems.
The project seeks to assist NASA in testing the feasibility of new,
private sector activities based on remote sensing and computerized geo-
graphic information systems (CGIS). NASA plans to fund "Application
System Verification and Transfer" (ASVT) experiments to demonstrate and
assess model businesses. Each business serves a specialized application
as an "information middleman," buying and processing raw satellite data
and aircraft imagery, combining remotely sensed and customer-specific
data in a CGIS, and marketing information or specialized services. Each
ASVT's purpose is to test the marketplace viability of its model business.
Publicized results should inspire entrepreneurs to copy the successful
ideas.
Our staff generated nearly one hundred ideas for tasks that could be
carried out using remote sensing and CGIS's. Of these ideas, about one-
third seemed to be good bases for commercially viable businesses. (Twenty-
three are listed in this document, others in our earlier progress report*.)
The new businesses serve industry (forestry, agribusiness, mining, real
estate, and transportation); local, regional, and state government
*Eastwood, at al., Program on Stimulating the Operational Private Sector
Use of Earth Observation Satellite Information, Washington University,
Center for Development Technology, St. Louis, NO., June 15, 1980.
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(planning, transportation, and redevelopment agencies); and the consumer
(advising in homebuying, food purchasing, and travel). These ideas have
resulted from staff brainstorming and literature review, recommendations
from experts, and surveys of firms already in the remote sensing business.
Resource limitations required us to narrow down this list of thirty
ideas. Some , .Opeared particularly commercially attractive, while others
were duplicated by private sector firms already in the remote sensing/
MIS business. Contractually required to analyze three ideas in detail,
we assessed three LANDSAT-based ideas and two others based primarily on
CGIS or aircraft data gathering techniques. They are:
-- AN AGRICULTURAL CONSULTING firm that would use satellite
images to help agricultural businesses, needing to be near
productive crop land, to pick sites for production facilities.
(We protect a 15% to 20% return on investment after taxes
for this firm.)
-- A WOODLOT MANAGEMENT firm that would use satellite images
to assist absentee woodland owners in profiting from their
investment. (Our market research calculates a $6 million
a year market in the Missouri and Illinois area alone.)
-- A SYNDICATED TV "AGMAN", much like the current weatherman,
who, using satellite images of farmland, would compare crop
productioa in various areas and provide consumer tips on
the best buys in fruits and vegetables. (CBS network staff
like this idea, as do supermarkets, its potential sponsors.
TV spots like this one are very profitable.)
-- AN ENERGY CONSULTING AND BROKERAGE firm that would take
infrared images of cities, showing which homes and buildings
were leaking energy, and act as a broker for insulating and
roofing contractors in the area. (Our market research
reveals a potential for $400,000.00 yearly brokerage commis-
sions in one town of only 28,000 households.)
-- A HOMEBUYER INFORMATION service to supplement current real
estate information with data on neighborhoods, available
services, and population. (This service is especially
attractive to people bypassing the full-service realtor to
save money.)
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY
The project on Stimulating the Operational Private Sector Use of
Earth Observation Satellite Information was funded by NASA at Washington
University for the period November 1, 1979 to January 15, 1981. The
project assisted NASA in planning feasibility tests of new businesses.
The businesses, based on remote sensing and computerized geographic infor-
mation systems technology, are a means of transferring this technology to
the private sector. The project was executed in the Center for Develop-
ment Technology by an interdisciplinary research team whose members have
backgrounds in business, engineering, geology, and public policy analysis.
Our research group comes to the project with extensive experience
in identifying practical uses for remote sensing. Our Earth Observation
Data Management System (EODMS) project determined information needs of
potential users of remote sensing, translated these needs into feasible
information product designs, and identified the skills, equipment and in-
vestment necessary to produce these products. We accomplished these tasks
for over 50 state agencies in five midwestern states, developing an exten-
sive data base and foundation of experience that we have applied to the
current project.
The primary relevant EODMS finding is that raw remote sensing data
requires extensive processing and combination in a CGIS with data from
other sources, if it is to realize its full potential value. The pro-
cessing requires skills and resources unavailable to most potential users.
The profit motive can stimulate activity to bridge the gap between raw
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remote sensing data and the maps, tables and reports from which most of
society gets its information. This fact inspires our project.
The formal project objectives, as stated in the contract`s statement
of work, are:
1) Define information service areas.
2) Develop information product specifications.
3) Analyze market opportunities.
4) Design ASVT projects.
To achieve these objectives the contract dictates that we follow the
plan indicated in our proposal. Our proposal categorizes three activities:
Activity A: Develop a List of Feasible ASVT Candidates
1. Develop preliminary ideas for "model business" ASVT's.
Generate these ideas by brainstorming, reviewing the
literature, interviewing or surveying interested 	 i.
entrepreneurs, and reviewing recent recommendations
from formal sources.
2. Check to see that each ASVT idea is a new operational 	 I
application. That is, review previous ASVT's and other
operational/quasi-operational applications of remote
sensing to verify that the idea breaks new ground. In	 C
particular, verify that it does not duplicate existing
private sector activity.
3. Demonstrate by review of the literature on remote sensing
applications and experiments that the ideas are techni-
cally feasible.
ivity B: Identifv the ASVT Ideas That Are Most Likel
a
1. Review information needs in each ASVT's application area.
Use surveys and in-dep;:h intervi ews with potential cus-
tomers, literature on remote sen„ing-based information
products, and consultation with experts to identify and
characterize the potential market information needs.
2. Design information packages -- the products of the "model
businesses" -- to serve these information needs.
I
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3. Survey potential customers' willingness to pay for these
products. Make preliminary estimates of rates, costs,
and potential profitability.
4. Where possible, make cost vs. income and return on invest-
ment estimates to demonstrate the potential for financial
viability of a business producing these information pro-
ducts.
vity C: Produce a Final
	
Most Attrac-
1. Present at least three recommended ASVT ideas, including
details of product design and potential customers' needs
and options.
2. Justify the recommendations. List ideas generated in Part
A. Show how the recommended ASVT's compare to the others
in terms of their potential for financial success.
3. Display the estimated financial statements.
It is important to understand the effect that these activity defini-
tions and constraints had on the new business ideas that were generated.
We were specifically prohibited from designing new applications of remote
sensing technology. Untried applications of the technology are the realm
of experimenters, not of entrepreneurs risking capital in a new business
investment. Therefore, Activity A.3 of our project constrains us to
proven technical ideas. The business ideas that we have generated are
not novel applications of the technology, but they are new commercial
applications. This is what makes the ideas unique and useful.
The methodology that we employed also affected the results. To
generate as many ideas as possible, we used brainstorming sessions
attended by all of our interdisciplinary staff. We also made use of the
extensive EODMS analyses of tasks to which remote sensing could contri-
bute by combing through EODMS records for tasks that might form a basis
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; for a business. Literature reviews and consultations with experts can-
plated our sources.
s	
From all of these sources, we generated more than one hundred ideas
f
for new businesses. Thirty of them passed our tests for commercial and
technical feasibility. This report assesses six that scored especially
high and represent abroad range of applications: agriculture, forestry,
consumer information, and energy.
1.2 PROJECT OUTCOMES
1.2.1 Contractual Outcomes
Project objectives were accomplished through the delivery of two
major products to NASA: 1) a six-month progress report issued in June,
1980 describing preliminary ideas for new businesses; 2) a final report
describing twenty-three ideas for new businesses and analyzing in detail
five recommended ASVT designs.
i
The June report contains a survey of firms now in the remote sensing 	 j
and computerized geographic information system based industry, describing
their structure, products, and services. It also describes our progress
as of June in developing new business ideas.
This Final Report focusses on analysis of the five ideas for new
businesses listed in the Preface. The analysis includes surveys of poten-
tial customers, formal market surveys, revenue projections, cost analy-
ses, profitability studies, and conclusions about the market viability
of these five new business ideas. In addition, this report describes
seventeen other ideas for new businesses which resource limitations
preclude us from analyzing and one idea we analyze but do not recommend.
The seventeen ideas also appear commercially attractive; following up
these ideas is one area for potential future research.
1.2.2 Other ProJect Outcomes
Our staff developed an extensive data base on activities of the pri-
vate sector in . remote sensing and computerized geographic information
systems in this project. This data base resulted from our survey of remote
sensing-based industries (see our June report) and our customer surveys,
described here.
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The second noteworthy project outcome is the continuing publicity
that the project has received. The June report contains copies of
newspaper articles that appeared early on in the course of the project.
These include St. Louis Post Dispatch Feature, a United Press Interna-
tional article, and others. Recently, Professor Eastwood, the project
leader, was interviewed for the Christian Science Monitor, for Business
Week Magazine, and for "All Things Considered" on National Public Radio.
The Business Week article awaits production of this report, but the
Christian Science Monitor article was published in the Monitor and also
distributed on wire services.
This publicity, especially the forthcoming article in Business Week,
is a valuable, although initially unexpected, outcome of the project.
Through our project, NASA is seeking to interest entrepreneurs in the
technology of remote sensing and computerized geographic information
systems. Publicity in the national news media helps, especially in
business-oriented publications.
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1.3 PLAN OF THIS REPORT
Cahpter 2 presents the conclusions and recommendations of the study.
Taken together, the Preface, Chapter 1, and Chapter 2 are a convenient
summary of the entire project.
Chapter 3 details our study of the market potential for "information
middleman" firms in agribusiness. The three firms analyzed are a crop
forecasting information service for agribusiness, a site evaluation con-
sulting firm to assist agricultural companies in locating new facilities,
and a syndicated TV grocery price and supply analyst and forecaster. The
chapter undertakes a detailed Net Present Value analysis to assess the
attractiveness of an investment in the site selection firm.
Chapter 4 describes the woodlot management service for privately
held woodlots. It also list five other forestry-related ideas that
satisfy two criteria: they are able to make extensive use of LANDSAT
and they are commercially attractive. The chapter details how the ideas
derive from our data base of LANDSAT uses in forestry. The private
woodlot management service boasts a very large potential market, a
market survey of private woodlot owners in Missouri and Illinois shows.
Chapter 5 describes ideas for urban-oriented remote sensing or
CGIS-based birms. It analyzes in detail a brokerage firm for insulation/
roofing contractors. This brokerage idea is an unusual application of a
proven technology, infrared imagery. A consortium of roofing and insulat-
ing contractors fund the imaging costs instead of municipal and federal
governments. Being owners of the imagery, the contractors can use it as
a sales tool.
.^ffl
..............
_	
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Chapter 6 analyzes consumer information services, emphasizing
an expanded realty information service. The chapter describes market
survey results, evaluates the attractiveness of the business and makes
financial calculations.
tee
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2. CONCLUSIONS AND RECON ENDATIONS
This chapter summarizes the project's findings. It begins with
general recommendations and conclusions drawn both from the present
docs ent and from our midyear progress report. It then presents
conclusions specific to the six business ideas examined in detail in
this report (see the Abstract or Preface for descriptions of these six).
Recommendations
1. 1SA should pattern the experimental businesses after existing
successful small "information middleman" businesses. That is, the
experimental businesses should
employ a small, full-time staff with knowledge of
remote sensing and key applications disciplines
• locate so that consultants and computer time are
accessible (eg., near a university)
• hold workshops to educate potential customers
• identify customer needs and draw up proposals at
no charge
2. NASA should carry out detailed return-on-investment analyses,
along the lines of ours for the agricultural site selection business, for
each experimental business it decides to test.
3. We recommend five new business ideas, listed in the next'section's
Conclusion 2, for NASA consideration for implementation as experimental/
illustrative ASVT's.
i
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General Conclusions
1. There are more than 200 existing "information middleman"
companies that
	 j
o most commonly supply an interpreted data product,
i
processed using LANDSAT or CGIS's.
vary in structure depending n their size; the largerer9
ones have a multidisciplinary staff, some with expertise
in remote sensing; the smaller ones have a core staff of
remote sensing experts and hire consultants in appli-
cation area disciplines.
o are active in application areas including:
crop/vegetation monitoring
crop forecasting
land use mapping
wildlife studies
forest inventories/management
insect studies
crop inventory
solid waste management
environmental monitoring and impact assessment
water quality
census/demographics
urban planning
oil and mineral exploration
power plant/pipeline/transmission line siting
resource management.
r
W.
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Z. Our market surveys and technology studies confirm that five
i
	 unique and now "information middleman" businesses are technically feasible
and show impressive potential for commercial success:
e an agricultural facility site evaluation firm
e a mass media grocery price and supply analyst and
forecaster
• a management service for privately held woodlots
• a brokerage-for insulation and roofing contractors
• an expanded real estate information service.
3. In addition, the project has created more than twenty-five other
new "information middleman" "asiness ideas with commercial promise. These
Ideas are listed in this report's chapter introductions.
4. Of the five recommended ideas, three make use of today's LANDSAT
._
technology:
• agricultural site evaluation
• mass media grocery analyst
i
• woodlot management service
The remaining two ideas use either computerized geographic information
system (CGIS) or aerial remote sensing technology. Commercial success
using these technologies "plants the seed" for expanding the business
into LANDSAT use.
5. In addition to the five recommended ideas, we assessed one other
in detail that we cannot recommend. This business, a crop forecasting
consultant to agriculture-related industries, would supply forecasts
superior to those currently available. The improved resolution of
the new generation of LANDSAT sensors, and the extensive federal
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investment directed toward making the new LANDSATs effective forecast-
ing tools will make the business technically feasible. Moreover
our market survey has identified customers willing to pay for better
infomation. However, political (rather then technical) restrictions on
	
I
i
the timeliness of satellite data, and on the availability of USDA-gathered 	 i
suppert;ng data, preclude a viable new crop forecasting business.
Conclusions on the Site Evaluation Business
6. The site evaluation business is preferable to the crop fore-
casting enterprise for two reasons:
• all technology needed is in place today
• timeliness is less important; months-old LANDSAT and
crop survey data suffice.
7. Of the ten agribusiness sectors we surveyed, all potential customers
for the site selection service, five were especially enthusiastic. Seed
Producers and businesses involved in producing. transporting, storing, or
buying and selling crops are the five. For our firm's improved service,
this group would pay 25% more than they presently do for site selection;
perhaps $8,000.00 per firm per year under conservative assumptions.
8. Selling site evaluations at $7,000. to $9,000. apiece, the
agricultural site selection firm should realize a 15 to 20% return on
investment after taxes.
9. The respondents to our ;It* evaluation market survey have aggregate
1979 sales of at least twenty-three billion dollars, or $605 million per
respondent.
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Conclusions on Cron Forecasting
10. Nearly 40% of the agribusiness firms surveyed as potential
customers for the crop forecasting business indicate that current reports
of crop conditions are too general or too late for their needs.. Timeliness
especially needs improvement.
11. A new crop forecasting service 1s not Justified unless it can
overcame the timeliness limitations of existing systems. To do this
usefully,, a system based on LANDSAT imagery would have to receive and
process imagery within two weeks.
12. A new crop forecasting trisiness, based on LANDSAT, is not viable
now because political limitations on LANDSAT timeliness and resolution and
on ava11ab11ty of supporting USDA crop survey data prevent this A.o-week
turnaround.
Conclusions on the Mass Media Food Price Forecast
13. Publicity that focusses on LANDSAT'a potential utility as a crop
forecasting tool might, by bringing political pressure to bear, remove the
constraints that hinder the development of a commercial crop forecasting
service. A daily TV news "spot", using LANDSAT graphics to illustrate food
price forecasts, may gain the needed exposure. Moreover, such a service is
attractive to CBS network staff and to potential sponsors.
Conclusions on the Woodlot Management Service
14. We have developed six commercially promising ideas for new fores-
try businesses based on LANDSAT:
a management service for privately held woodlots
. a business to build and sell turnkey LANDSAT processing
and CGIS systems for forest management.
A
I	 ^	 -
i
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u a fire hazard assessment service.
o a reforestation information service for seedling producers
and forest owners.
• a land capacity assessment consulting firm.
• a firm specializing in insect and disease monitoring 	 1
and control.
15. Although state and federal forestry agencies offer a number of
free forest management services to woodlot owners, absentee woodlot owners
are unwilling or unable to take advantage of them. In regions where the
I
concentration of absentee owners is moderately high, a LANDSAT-based
forestry management firm could do so, and add further services of its own,
to manage and derive income from woodlots that currently earn very little.
16. Woodlot owners who live on their land are interested in a private
consulting service to assess and direct their woodlot management practices.
11. Woodlot owners, especially absentees, are overwhelmingly
enthusiastic about the forestry management service, operating on a per-
centage of new income generated. Eighty-five percent of absentee owners
surveyed said they would subscribe to such a service. They would pay an
average of 105 of their land ' s income to the firm in return for full
management services.	 i
18. The market size for this service is very large. We estimate that
there are about four million small woodlot owners in the United States.
	
I
There are more than 100 ,000 in Missouri and Illinois. In these two states
alone, potential revenues are more than six million dollars per year.
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Conclusions on the Insulation/Roofina Brokerage
19. There is an untapped commercial opportunity for a firm using
aerial thermographic imagery to audit energy losses in residences.
Existing firms offering this service sell exclusively to public sector
entities. Our firm would operate completely in the private sector. It
would act as a broker for insulation/roofing contractors, selling these
contractors' services directly to homeowners. It would use the thermal
imagery to identify customers and as a sales tool
20. Our survey of insulation/roofing contractors, who would pay
the brokerage for its services, reveals that they would pay an average
of 10% of their sales. Therefore, in one example co munity of
28,000 people for which we have market statistics the potential first-
year market for the brokerage firm is about $400,000. First-year costs
to serve the market may be $100,000. Thus the service has high potential
profitability.
Conclusions on the Real Estate Information Service
21. Real estate customers want more information than they can now
access on neighborhood demographics and nearby vital services. All the
data necessary are commercially available in CGIS - compatible form.
However, they have never been compiled and sold to residential real estate
customers.
22. We have derived the categories of new information desired by
,eat estate customers from a survey of agents. They include: investment-
elated information (trends in taxes; average prices of single family
romes, condominiums, and rentals; and price trends), information on the
living environment (e.g. average neighborhood lot size), demographics
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(mean age of homeowners, number of children per family, and income of
neighbors), and vital services information (schools, churches, trans-
portation, recreation, and businesses).
23. A real estate "magazine," produced by a CGIS system containing
census and vital services data, would serve these needs. It could be
updated frequently and at small cost. The marginal cost of producing
the magazine might be $1.50 per copy for 10,000 copies. Selling at $2.00
wholesale, it could realize a 30% return on investment.
3.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The agribusiness section of the project examined three potential
application areas: 1) a crop forecasting service for agribusiness,
2) a "site evaluation" or "location assessment" consulting firm to
assist agricultural companies in locating new facilities, and 3) a food 	 i
price forecasting service for consumers. Remote sensing's valuable
contributions to crop forecasting in recent years, as exemplified by i
the LACIE project, inspired the crop forecasting analysis. The study
of the market potential for remote sensing in site evaluation commenced
under the advice of agribusiness/remote sensing experts Jack Huisinga,
Dr. Christian Johannsen (University of Missouri), and Dr. Marian
Baumgardner (LARS Purdue).
3.1.1 Site Evaluation (Brief Introduction)
The most promising idea is termed "location assessment" or "site
evaluation". It involves analyzing remote sensing-based information
and supporting market data to provide the information needed to make
location decisions for business facilities serving agricultural pro-
ducers. Increased pressure upon the agribusiness community to maximize
efficiency has centralized service and sales centers. Ktny previously
marginal seed, fertilizer, and chemical shops are no longer profitable
as the target population has given up farming in the area or been,
attracted by a more efficiently located competitor.
The need for this business has not been investigated quantitatively
before. Our preliminary study convinced us that this new business idea
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holds high promise. Therefore, we pursued this avenue vigorously. Sec-
tion 3.2 and 3.3 in this chapter describe the idea in more detail,
present a market survey, and assess profitability potential based on
the survey results.
l
l
3.1.2 Crop Forecasting (Brief Introduction)
The crop forecasting service, a consultant firm to agriculture-
related industries, would supply forecasts superior to those now availa-
ble. The customers would pay for the competitive advantage of better
information.
Two aspects of the idea need assessment: the market for the infor-
mation and the feasibility of providing it. An earlier project* sur-
veyed eight agribusiness groups potentially in the market for crop
forecasts. Examples are equipment or chemical manufacturers and com-
mercial or speculative grain traders. Our project employs this survey's
results, in the light of current remote sensing-based crop forecasting
techniques, to assess feasibility of the business. We conclude that,
although demand for improved forecasts is strong, and remote sensing
technology is capable of improving current forecasting, political (rather
than technical) restrictions on the quality and timeliness of satellite
remote sensing-based forecasts, and on availability of supporting data,
preclude a viable new crop forecasting business. The fourth section of
this chapter assesses the survey data and draws this conclusion.
*Huisinga, J., "Private Sector Short-Term Grain Information Needs and
Potential Delivery Technologies," M.A. Thesis, Dept. of Technology and
Human Affairs, Washington University, Report No. THA/CDT-78/6 (175 pp.),
June, 1978.
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3.1.3 A TV Food Price Forecast With LANDSAT
Graphics (Brief n	 uc on
This concept modifies the crop forecasting idea 1i obtain one that
is more feasible and attractive. It proposes a daily TV spot, syndi-
cated on local news shows, to forecast food prices on the grocery shelf.	
i
The spot would use LANDSAT graphics to illustrate the natural phenomena
that affect prices.
It is not feasible to use LANDSAT as a primary data source for
these price forecasts. Nevertheless, an A-B comparison of LANDSAT images
of growing areas in good years and bad, coupled with a discussion of
current price trends, would not only be informative but also good,
daily, widely-viewed publicity for LANDSAT. This publicity could be
effective in ameliorating the political constraints that currently limit
LANDSAT's usefulness as a crop forecasting tool.
This chapter's fifth section provides an example script for such a
TV spot to illustrate the idea. it also describes the positive reactions
of network personnel to the proposed program.
_a..00fW M
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3.2 DESIGN OF THE SITE EVALUATION
SERVICE INCORPORATING REMOTE
SENSING
3.2.1 Importance to the Industry
The idea is one which helps fulfill a need that has been developing
for some time. Recently there has been a substantial -increase in the
	 j
importance agribusiness companies place in site evaluation. Half of the
respondents to our survey, large agribusinesses all, indicated very
strongly that it has become more valuable and important to them.
3.2.2 Design of the Service - LANDSAT's Role
Remote sensing by LANDSAT can provide information about the Earth's
surface relating to field location, crop type, and acreage. It is
unbiased in that it is not limited to data by a political division such
as a county and thus may more precisely delineate the producing area for
a particular crop across various county lines. For example, data as pro-
vided by the USDA by county may be presented as follows:
County Corn Production
I xx bushels
II xx bushels
III xx bushels
IV xx bushels
In contrast, from LANDSAT imagery with a political map overlay, the
following presentation may be derived which would seem substantially to
increase the significance of the above data:
"`.** W/I 11 I/ILYYb Illy at Ca	 I  111 MUM
It would make a difference to a planner considering building a
facility serving the corn growers of the area if the corn producing
fields were scattered over the four counties - thus substantially increas-
ing the likelihood that business would be lost to competitors A and B - or
if the producing area were concentrated around the area convenient to the
intersection - thus minimizing the likely effect of competitors A and B.
The USDA information cannot address this problem by itself.
Through use of the LANDSAT and other additional input, this service
could do the following:
1) Assess any current facility location relative to the current
crop patterns and related trends over time in the area to:
a) foresee potential obsolescence before it is reflected
on the bottom line,
b) foresee future capacity requirement increase vs.
I
present constraints at the location, or
c) help uncover the reason behind a particular facility's
decline in profits and its potential for conversion to
another profit-optimizing use.
ti
1
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2) The new system could analyze an area for the optimal location
of a new facility - even one for which the raw material pro-
duction does not yet exist in the area - by processing such
data as the suitability of the area by soil type, slope, and
climatology along with previously mentioned data related to
current land use and planting trends and any other information
of interest in the specific case.
We assume further that this system would be provided and supported by
highly skilled specialists in the customer's area of interest (e.g., grain
storage, farm equipment, food processing, etc.). It would produce sup-
porting documentation for the related decision analysis in an easy-to-
understand format.
An additional service could be to sell supportive services to the
large agribusiness companies that will probably purchase the hardware and
basic software with which to do their own remote-sensing assisted site
evaluations. The supportive services may be valuable in keeping the com-
panies' personnel adequately trained and current in the methodology as it
continues developing. This service nsxy not be profitable in itself, but
may help a smaller consulting business cover fixed costs.
3.2.3 Technologies Used
One of the reasons the site evaluation business design appears pref-
erable to crop forecasting is that the system is essentially in place
technologically - the hardware and the major parts of the software exist.
The hardware needed may be purchased for about one-half the cost of that
needed for crop forecasting. The National Marine Fisheries (Bay St. Louis,
Mississippi) recently purchased a system capable of processing LANDSAT
images such as would be needed for site evaluation for $241,000. This
included an image display and electrostatic printer. The system could
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incorporate a Computerized Geographic Information System with an additional
relatively smell expense for the additional memory.
The system could utilize LANDSAT images that are several weeks or
more old without problem (although just when in the harvest cycle they	 I
come from can be important). This more approximates the current availa-
bility of CCTs. Timeliness 1s the key element in crop forecasting, but
accuracy is the key element in site evaluation.
One presentation method of the LANDSAT data is by overlay of trans-
parencies bearing the LANDSAT derived crop-type classifications over poli-
tical maps or other maps as may be needed.
There are a couple of NASA subsidized cooperative projects in progress
in the application area. One is at the University of Missouri Agronomy
Extension with the Missouri Farmer's Association. Dr. Christian Johannsen
and Dr. Dale Coble are developing models incorporating LANDSAT imagery to
enhance the efficiency in such endeavors as the site selection for grain
elevators. This research is expected to continue for several years before
concrete dollar benefit amounts may be calculated.
3.2.4 Marketing the Service
Our survey results indicate that the most likely markets for this
service are those companies that are (in order): crop transportation,
seed producers, machine producers, and (tied) crop producers, crop storage,
crop buying and trading. In addition, the medium sized companies
($100,000,000 to $1,000,000,000 in sales) are the most interested in the
new service.
The service would be sold primarily as a consultant service to perform
site evaluations under contract. Each Job would be performed individually
according to specifications and constraints provided by the client.
IL
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There is no particular reason why a service located in the midwest
could not serve the entire country. However, it is highly probable the
majority of customers for this service will be seeking locations in the
agricultural heartland of the plains and midwest. The selection of com-
panies for the questionnaire included this bias. Some areas of the South
may also be good candidates. In general there are two major advantages
to a location in a major midwestern city. Besides strong agricultural
and agribusiness roots, a major midwestern city is likely to have within
It the specialist expertise that the service may be-called upon to tap
from time to time whenever a particularly perplexing problem is en-
countered.
The businesses closely associated with the production end of the
agribusiness spectrum responded most favorably to the questionnaire. The
size of the companies and their lines of business (such as seed produc-
tion, fertilizer and pesticides, grain storage, transportation, and buy-
ing and selling) indicated that one of the most favorable customers would
be found among the larger cooperatives in the midwest. The large farm
implement and machinery manufacturers were also good candidates, but
their numbers are limited by economics of scale. One good client of the
magnitude of a large farm machinery manufacturer could insure the finan-
cial success of a site assessment firm. A billion dollar plus firm in
farm machinery indicated that on the basis of the theoretic business
design, the respondent would be willing to at least double current expendi-
tures for site evaluation.
3.2.5 Structure and Size of the Business
We have designed the personnel structure of the business based on the
presumption that it would be best to start with minimal fixed costs, but
A.^.wASr^! '^ !^:	 r
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with enough volume of business to cover fixed costs. A manager/marketer
who should oversee the financials administrative, and marketing functions
of the enterprise, an executive secretary/bookkeeper, a half-time typist,
a computer programmer, an agronomy generalist with experience in for-
profit business or business-related studies, an associate for this senior
staff member, and a half-time assistant to perform some operating of the
computer and ground truthing or other particular chores under the super-
vision of the agronomist. The proposed salaries are as presented in the
i
cost selection following. The total permanent staff costs are estimated
to run $168,500 in the fourth year including social security and fringe
	 {
benefits. The only other substantial cost is for the computer system
which is at about $241,000 as mentioned earlier. For cost analysis pur-
poses presented later, it is assumed this staff size represents the rela-
tively mature (money making) company. At the beginning as a smaller,
money losing company, only a core staff will be warrented until expected
growth in clientele can sustain additional hirings.
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3.3 ASSESSMENT AND VALIDATION OF THE
SITE EVALUATION IDEA
3.3.1 Market Survey
3.3.1.1 Introduction -- Goals of the Survey
i
In order to perform an analysis of the potential profitability of
the service, it was necessary to gauge its revenue generation capabili-
ties. Other than direct observation, which was impractical, and telephone 	 j
1
interviews (which were in fact used to a limited extent) the only other
alternative was that of a written questionnaire. The advantages of s
written questionnaire over a personal inte , wiew Include: 1) standardi-
zation, 2) comparability, 3) lower cost, 4) less probability of intro-
ducing a bias to the responses and, 5) contact with a wider variety of
potential clients.
3.3.1.2 Structure of the Survey
A written questionnaire was mailed to 170 agribusiness firms. The
response rate -,.'.thin a month was 22% (38 respondents). A facsimile of the
I
questionnaire appears on the following pages and in Appendix A.
The cover letter aims at attracting interest in the concept and a i
commitment to filling out the questionnaire.
The first two questions, on industry type and size, provide data by
which to categorize the respondents and later to sort responses by these
i
respondent characteristics. Question 3A 9 on current spending for site
evaluation, is the first revenue-generation question. After the second
one, question 7, we discuss responses to both. Only three firms answered
affirmatively to question 3B, asking about currvit remote sensing us#.
and wo assumed these were cases of the use of aircraft, not satellite
remote imagery. Question 4A assesses current user satisfaction with site
-!
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I an a graduate student at Washington University doing
research at the Department of Technology and Human Affairs. I am
studying potential new uses of aircraft and satellite imagery in
the agri-business sector under a grant from the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. As a part of this research, I am currently
exploring the feasibility of a private company that would use
aircraft and satellite imagery to enhance location assessment
(sometimes called site evaluation or siting). Location assessment
could include, as examples, searches for the optimal locations
of new elevators, food processing plants, feed lots, or retail
outlets for seed, chemicals, implements, large equipment, etc.,
and more generally, to locate new markets for new or existing
products.
This company would either provide the service or sell
systems and consultation back-up support for in-house location
assessment with the use of aircraft and satellite imagery. Its
features and advantage over conventional location assessment
are described in question 7 (the final question on this questicnnaire).
This.information will be used to determine the economic
potential of a company offering these services in the private sector.
Wo have reason to believe this service is needed in agri-business
today, but would like to further understand the market by use of a
simple questionnaire.
Thus I am writing to you and to othars in the agricultural
community in the hope that you will be kind enough to provide me
with some of the needed information i;ad direct me tf idditional
sources.
I have enclosed a questionnaire which I hope you will take
15-20 minutes to complete and return to me in the next week or so.
Of course, I an not seeking proprietary information. I am seeking
only information which you and your organization feel is or can
be made part of the public domain without risk to your company or
any of its individuals.
Thank you for your assistance.
Wwgi g uni mdy
V"PA a"1109
- Louis, Mbeouri 67130
14)
Sincerely,
6w.4.^ XQ
Guillermo Gomez
Graduate Research Assistant
f^	 4
I
SURVEY ON TSS MARKET FOR LOCATION
ASSESSMENT INCORPORATING THE USE OF
SATELLITE IMAGERY AND AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
IN THE AGRI-BUSINESS SECTOR
in Support of the Study Entitled
STIMULATING OPERATIONAL USE OF
EARTH OBSERVATION SATELLITE INFORMATION
Dr. Lester Eastwood, Jr., Supervisor
Dr. Christian Johannsen, Advisor
Dr. Martin Bell, Advisor
Jack Huisinga, Advisor
When completed please return to:
Guillermo Gomez
Department of Technology and Human Affairs
Box 1106
Washington University
St. Louis,-No. 63130
(314) 889-5482 or 889-5464
tti
t
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Please note that I an seeking only information which you feel is
or can be made a part of the public domain. While the results of this
study will be presented in aggregated summaries, I ss pant of the public
domain. Therefore, if a response would require proprietary information,
please note that fact and proceed to the next question.
Your identification is optional. However, if you identify yourself
in the space allotted I will be better able to interpret your responses,
and to follow-up via telephone if clarification of a response seems
necessary.
Nate
Position
Firm
Address
Telephone
Mould you have use for the results of this survey? ,+_
-30-
Agri Business Site Evaluation Services Questionnaire
1. What activity area(s) best characterise your company?
seed production or supply.
crop production.
chemical production or supply.
machinery production or supply.
crop storage.
crop transportation.
crop buying or trading.
crop insurance or finance:
food processing.
processed food distribution.
2. Please indicate your company's gross revenues (sales) last year
by checking the appropriate range: (all figures in thousands)
q less than or equal to $1,000
q greater than	 1,000 but less than or equal to $ 100,000
q greater than	 100,000 but less than or equal to $ 500,000
q greater than	 500,000 but less than or equal to $1,000,000
q greater than	 11000,000
- ___A
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c
l	 3A. Does your company employ outside services for site evaluation
(location assessment)?
}	 q Yes	 q No
1	 1
If yes, please x $ amount
	 If no, do you perform
?	 of services purchased: 	 site evaluations in-house?
a
	
q Yes	 q No
1
If yes, x what % of staff time
spent in planning is spent on
site evaluation?
B. Do you employ or do you purchase services that . employ remote sensing
data (aircraft or satellite photography) insite evaluation?
q Yes	 q No
4A. Are you currently satisfied with the information content of site
evaluation work done by and/or for your company?
Please place check at appropriate level of satisfaction:
c
Very	 Not
satisfied	 satisfied
at all
Ilt
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B. Has your opinion on the value of site evaluations changed over time?
	
q Yes	 q No
If yes, please indicate the direction and strength of your change
in opinion below:
direction of change:
q toward becoming	 13 toward becoming
1 more valuable	 ^ less valuable
strength of change:
/ 10
	 9	 75 1 4	 2
Very
strong	 slight
S. What are the strengths or weaknesses of site evaluation work done
currently? (e.g. accuracy or lack of, proper criteria or lack of,
information on local agricultural, economic, and competitor trends
or lack of, conciseness andclarity of format in presentation of
conclusions or lack of, etc.)
	
Strengths:	 Weaknesses:
'.---
I
6. What information do you consider to be the most important in
evaluating a new facility site? Please indicate relative
importance on the scale beside each type of information:
very	 of no	
{important
	
consequence
l)
costs as they
/are affecctedsby  location: 5
2) In-plant handling, processing
and storage costs as they are
—4 
J^
affected by location: 3	 1
3) Historical raw material
production figures	 county 3	 I_,_j
as provided by U.S.D.A.: 2	 1
4) distribution
	
as
affected by location:
5) Clarity of format in
presentation of results of
location assessment to /^^_( !^
management. 3	 2
6) Attention to existing patterns of
competition in area:
a) for procurement of
raw materials:
b) for sales distribution
of final product:
7) Attention to area's potential
for producing other crops than /^^^^ __ 1
those currently grown:	 T —
8) Ability to produce accurate and
unbiased information as to field
location, acreage, and type of
crop unaffected by political
boundaries:
	 "^^
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-'i
very
important
9) A statistical and/or graphic
representation of agriculturally-
related trends over time in the
area (i.e., crop patterns,
density of crop types or homo-
geneity of crop types, rate of
urbanization, etc.):
of no
consequence
10) Other - please specify:
11) Other - please specify:
12) Other - please specify:
-35-
7. A Hypothetical New System for Location Assessment in Agribusiness
In the original survey, the text describing the business idea in
Section 3.2.2 of the report appears here.
A) Would you expect this system to be better overall than your
current location assessment system or service?
Please check appropriate degree:
much
f 	 / _ _ _ /	 / 	f	 /	 /
than / 10
	
9	 87	 6	 5	 4	 3	 1	 current
current
B) Would you expect to pay more or the same amount for this system
as compared to your present costs for location assessment?
more /T^—
	  3
	
amount
C) If a system such as this could provide you with better information
than you now use, how much more, if any, would you be willing to pay than
your current costs for location assessment?
^aTst —T6=1 /^T^' same
100% more more
	
more	 more
	
more	 more
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evaluation work done for and/or by the company. The high rating for
current satisfaction was uniform, over the industry types responding. The
fact that the response mean to this question was extremely high (7.9) pre-
sents an anomaly in the responses to the questionnaire. It is likely the
case, given the responses to other questions in the survey, that most
companies are satisfied with current site evaluation work done, but would
be quite willing to purchase improved information if it were available.
Question 4B asks whether there has been a change in importance to
the respondent of site evaluations. 48% answered yes, and on a scale of
one to ten the strength of this change rated a mean 6.8 by those stating
that it had become more important. This is evidence of a substantial
increase in the importance agribusiness companies place in site evaluation.
If those respondents who answered negatively to this question are given
"0" and the single respondent who answered "yes" to the first part and
"toward becoming less valuable" given a negative number for his "strength
of change" rating, then the mean response was 2.9 for "toward becoming
more valuable." This cannot be interpreted as an overwhelming endorse-
ment of the theory that site evaluations are becoming more valuable, but
it is at least indicative of a trend in thinking favorable to the service.
Question 5 was an open-ended question seeking further to assess
opinions on current site evaluation techniques. Except for clarifying
examples, no particular answers were offered to the respondent. Suffi-
cient space for answers on current "strengths" and "weaknesses" was
available. The responses are presented verbatim in Appendix A. They
demonstrate a wide range of priorities in site evaluation techniques done
by and/or for the respondent companies. Various responses show up as both
a strength or weakness from different respondents. Knowledge of the people
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in the local area and knowledge of the local area appear a combined five
times as strengths. Weaknesses stated were often related to "long range"
or "future" considerations of being slighted in favor of "short-term"
considerations.
!	 Question six sought directly to benefit from customers' experience0
by asking then to weigh, in a range of 1-5, a number of criteria in
evaluating a new site. Five was "very important" and a 1 was "of no
consequence". Table A.3 contains detailed comments on the responses.
Appendix A's statistical response Table A.2 contains additional infor-
mation. Criteria for site selection rated most important were: all
distribution costs as affected by location (6(4)); attention to exist-
ing patterns of competition in area for sales distribution of final pro-
duct (6(6B)); and raw materials costs as they are affected by location
(6(l))•
Criteria 6(3), 6(7), 6(8), and 6(9) all scored higher among a group
i
of special areas in agribusiness than the overall mean response for each 	 1
question might indicate. These groups included seed producers, crop
producers, crop storage, crop transportation and crop buying and trading.
These same groups are for various reasons prime candidates for the site
evaluation service. Their products are those provided by middle to
moderately large cooperatives. Questions 6(8) and 6(9) were regarded as
tests of user needs for services that could be provided most efficiently
using remote sensing technology. Appendix A contains additional statisti-
cal analysis of question 6.
The questionnaire included several blank spaces for additional criteria
listing and rating under question 6. Appendix A includes Table A.5 with the
y
f
i
S 
"other" criteria titles verbatim from the responses and the ratings given
to those criteria.
Question 7 describes the hypothetical service to the questionnaire's
readers. Because its descriptive text repeats that of Section 3.2.2, we
do not display it in the sample questionnaire. The overall mean response
to 7A (would the new service be better than the one you use currently) was
better by 4.59 on a scale of-ten. However, those groups cited as being
	 i
the most likely candidates for the service again gave much higher means: 	 r
mean res- number of
Specialty group ponses to 7A n respondents
seed producers 6.8 (5)
crop producers 6.7 (3)
crop storage 5.8 (10)
crop transportation 6.0 (5)
crop buying and trading 6.25 (8)
overall for above group
	
6.20
The overall mean for 7B (would you pay more) was 5.11 on a scale of
ten.
For the statistical analysis of 7C (how much more), each box was
assigned a number from 1-7 with 1 for "same" and 7 for "at least 100%
more than my current location assessment costs". Using this approach,
the overall mean response to 7C was 3.4. Logically, this is at about a
11 10% mora l' rating as it is about midway between 5-10% and 10-19% more.
However, if each box were assigned a percent value at the average of the
range each box represents such that box "same" is 0%, box "14% more" is
2.5%, box 020-40% more" is 30% and so on, the mean response becomes
J
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0 18.7% more". If only those companies specializing in seed production,
crop production, machinery production, crop storage, crop transportation,
and crop buying and trading are counted (one response only was counted
per company if it indicated more than one specialty area) the mean res-
ponse was 1126% rare". That is, the companies in those areas of specialty
were on the average/company responding willing to pay 25% more for this
hypothetical service than they are currently spending for site evaluation.
A sample of an actual returned questionnaire with the individual
company information deleted is included in Appendix A to this text.
3.3.2 Conclusions of the Survey
3.3.2.1 Existence of Market
The existence of a strong market based on the data from the survey
response appears nearly certain. A more difficult question is one that
relates to the size of the market, or in particular, how much an indi-
vidual company might be willing to pay for this service.
3.3.2.2 Size of Market; Willingness to Pay
Agribusiness in the aggregate constitutes the largest industry in
the United States. Last year the market value of the farm production of
the major grains alone had a value in excess of $30,000,000,000. 1 This
is only a small part of the ultimate retail value after transportation,
i
storage, processing, and distribution. For the 38 companies responding
to this questionnaire, if each is given the minimum value for the size
range they indicated, their aggregate sales were :23,000,000,000 last
year. In sum, given previously presented evidence on willingness to pay,
the size of the market is quite substantial.
l urrvey of Current Business, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Economic
Analysis, May 1980, Vol. 60, No. 5.
rAMr . Se
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Any "willingness to pay" calculation entails some assumptions on
spending habits for which we cannot obtain data. We have been conserva-
i
	 tive in making these assumptions. We attempt to allow for changes in
t
assumptions with two different discounted cash flow analyses presented
later. Readers are invited to make their own assumptions and add them to
data provided.
In the questionnaire, question 3A dealt with whether or not the
company purchased outside site evaluation services. If they did not,
then it asked if they performed the site evaluations in-house. Only five
of the 38 answered that they purchased site evaluations entirely from
outside firms. The average purchase price for those few firms purchasing
only outside services was 512,500/year of services purchased. This is
based on a very small sample. However, 31 firms indicated that they did
site evaluations in-house. Of these 31 firms, 22 gave responses to the
question "if [you do perform site evaluation in-house] = what % of staff
time spent in planning is spent on site evaluation?". Two responses were
in the form of a range - 0 1-5%". These responses were counted once as a
81 " and once as a 05". In total, the responses were as follows:
Value	 Frequency of Appearance
1%	 6
	
2	 1
	
3	 1
	
5	 6
	
10	 6
	
30	 1
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If to be conservative, the values that only appeared once are elimi-
nated and only the three values that appeared frequently considered, the
mean value is 5.3%. This percentage may be used to produce a prtisent
expenditure figure for sito evaluation given one seemingly reasonable
basic assumption. The assumption is that a large firm (over $500,000,000
in sales annually) will spend an amount equal to one tenth of one percent
of sales on long range planning. Again this seem conservative.
Given the minimum average yearly sales for the respondent companies
as presented earlier of $605,000,000, one tenth of one percent equals
$605,000/firm. Given the aformentioned mean response of 5.3% of this
being for site evaluation, the mean dollar amount going to site evaluation
per firm is about $32,000.
This figure is supported by follow-up phone calls made to twelve of
the responding firms. The calls produced a number of more usable figures
for the costs of site evaluations/year. If these figures are averaged
with those given by those five firms spending about $12,500 a year in
purchasing services outside the firm, the resulting mean figure is $21,400/
year. This figure is about one half the probable cost of one employee
full time on site evaluation work. This seems little for a firm with
$605,000,000 in annual sales.
3.3.2.3 Potential Revenue
This $21,000 to $32,000 range per firm provides us with the basic
data needed for the next step, an evaluation of potential revenue for
the new business. We assume that services provided by the business
are three: 1) it may sell just the image processed into the classifi-
cations desired by the client; 2) it may sell technical support for a
4
company that wants to establish such a system in-house and; 3) it may
offer complete site evaluation services including the use of remote
sensing technology. Here again, to go further the author must make
assumptions not far above conjecture. There is no historical data that
can be relied upon to price these services since the technology is new
and in fact is only now being experimentally used in site evaluation
work.
Thus, the reader must Judge the validity of the prices quoted
following:
Service 1) Image processing alone - a minimum of $3,300 for
a two-county 2,000 square mile area. ;fifty of these service
packages sold at an average $3,300 @ would in a year's time
provide sales revenue of $165,000. But 50 would require a
larger staff and clientele than the service will start with.
Service 2) Technical support for a customer's turnkey site
evaluation system. This could be done under a long term
contract or by the hour as consultants. Hopefully, the ser-
vice could charge $30/hour for the service of keeping the
company's employees up to date on the state of the art and
for breaking in new systems and software or updating present
software with new refinements. One employee full time for a
48 week year would help the company gross $57,600, Here
again, the company will start with only a core staff and cast
expect its full-time "Support Specialist/Computer Programmer"
to be kept busy bringing the services own system on line for
the first few months.
Service 3) The bulk of the revenue will probably stem from
complete site evaluation services for moderate to large size
firms that recognize the value of the venue, but do not
want to acquire the expertise or necessary computer system
in-house. These services should range in price from a
minimum of $7,000 to a maximum of $9,000 per site evaluation.
20 of these in one year would gross $140,000 to $180,000 in
annual sales revenue. It seems logical that here is where
the company will record its early gains in sales and reputa-
tion as to the quality and usefulness of its service.
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3.3.3 Cost Analysis
3.3.3.1 Fixed Costs
Permanent Staff:	 This has already been discussed as part of the
design of the business.	 The table below shows that the mature company
would have permanent staff costs of about $168,500/year (1980 dollars)
while at inception the company should run on a core staff of a manager,
a secretary, a programmer, an agronomist and an assistant for a total
staff cost of about $124,000.1
3.3.3.1.1	 Permanent Staff
Permanent Staff Expense
Increased staff
due to expansion
in 4-6th yr of
lst Year operation
Manager $35,000 $ 35,000
Secretary/Bookkeeper $10,000 $ 10,000
typist (part time) 4,500
Support Specialist/
Computer Programmer $25,000 $ 25,000
Assistant Computer
Operator/Programmer $ 20,000
Agronomy Generalist $35,000 $ 35,000
Associate Agronomist 18,500
1/2 time assistant $10,000 $ 10,000
Sub Total $115,000 $150,000
x .0783 (fringe benefits) 9,000 12,500
Total Staff Expense $124,000 $168,500
l The reasonableness of salaries quoted was checked against the
opinion of various people in Agronomy and Image Processing at the
University of Missouri Agricultural Extension.
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3.3.3.1.2 Debt Service
It has been determined that the computer system and auxiliary
mechanisms necessary for the system would cost about $241,000 (see
Section 3.2.3). Debt incurred at the commencement of the enterprise
must cover these purchase costs plus the cash necessary to cover the
cash outflows that will occur during the first few years of the
I
enterprise.
	
Two different time periods for debt service cost are included 	 r
in the following discounted cash flow analysis. The loan amounts
are essentially the same ($700,000 for analysis #1 and $680,000 for
analysis #2), however, the time periods are different. Number 1 is
a ten year loan and number 2 is a 15 year loan. The interest is
15%. At the time this paper was written the prime rate stood at
11.5%. SBA loan guarantees were at 2.25% above the prime rate if
they were made for longer than 7 years.
The need for the debt financing is substantially increased by
i
the fact that this is an entirely new service commercially and it
1	 in	 iwill take a while for the company to develop efficie cycy i n product on
I
	of reports and acceptance of the new service in its target market.
	 i
For both these reasons the service starts at only about 1/6 to 1/5
of its ultimate level of service.
3.3.3.1.3 Office Space
Minimal office space needed for the service at its inception is
estimated to be about 1,200 square feet. At a rental of $6/sq. ft.
for a reasonably good quality office which would afford protection
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for the expensive system, the annual rental would run about $7,200 to
start.l
3.3.3.1.4 Miscellaneous (fixed)
Miscellaneous includes business supplies, copier, telephone, utili-
ties, insurance, postage, and "other". The total alloted to miscellaneous
is $8,600.
3.3.3.1.5 Start-Up Costs
Beginning Software: Beginning software can apparently be purchased
from COSMIC (A U.S. government agency specializing in distribution of
federally developed software) for a very reasonable sum - essentially
reproduction costs. A price less than $2,000 was quoted by two sources
at the Earth Resources Laboratory, Bay St. Louis, Mississippi. Refine-
ment can be done by the full-time programmer.
Working Capital: It is expected the company will need to have the
capacity to extend credit or financing when necessary for a sale. The
cash effect of this would be expected to be 1/20 of all sales for the
first two years.
Office Furniture: Without detailing all items, the cost is esti-
mated at $5,000 total to start and $1,000 to maintain and replace. These
t
purchases could be expensed as depreciation over a number of years.
i
3.3.3.2 Variable Costs
3.3.3.2.1 Consultants
Special problems will present themselves where the support of a
specialist consultant would be very useful. These people could be hired
l Estimate from phone inquiries to real-estate firms in St. Louis Mo. area.
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by the hour or by the day. They could review site evaluations performed,
S
	 format of presentation of evaluations, the marketing effort, help keep
track of developing trends, etc. The estimated use of consultants is
about 2 days/month at $200/day and 16 individual hours/month at $30/hour
for a total of $880/month consultants' fees or $10,560/year.l
3.3.3.2.2 Printing
Since promotional brochures and well- presented reports (with expensive
color graphics) are key ingredients of the service's success, printing 	 1
costs are expected to be substantial. It is estimated to run $150/job.	 i
For twenty-five site evaluations, the cost would be $3,750 - much more in
later years as the number of jobs increases.
3.3.3.2.3 Data Acquisition
As of mid-1980 it still costs $200/LANDSAT image for a Computer Com-
patible tape. It is estimated there will be needed an average of 2.5
images/area processed. This is because it sometimes requires images at
different times of the year to produce the breakdown in land-use and cover
classifications required. To differentiate accurately between corn and
soybeans, for example, three good images at the right times of the growth
cycles are needed. Therefore, twenty-five jobs would potentially require
about sixty-two scenes. This means an expenditure of $12,400 for the
images. This amount may not increase in proportion to increasing job
volume, however, as jobs are expected to overlap on another - more than
one job may be processed from the same 10,000 square mile LANDSAT scene.
A two-county area probably represents only 1/6 or so of a complete
l Reasonableness checked against specialists in agronomy at the University
of Missouri Agricultural Extension.
rI
A
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LMDSAT image. Proper promotion of the service should encourage such
efficiencies in operation. As the numbers of jobs increase, the data
acquisition needs/job should therefore drop to an assumed two images/
job and eventually 1.5 images/job.
3.3.3.2.4 Travel
Travel expense is based upon assumptions. It is estimated that to
ground truth an image in processing and testing for accuracy, $100 in car
expense will be incurred. Also, there will be jobs requiring travel by
plane either to make a presentation of the site evaluation or to make a
	 J
promotional sales visit. We estimate these trips will average at least
one $150 trip by plane/job. Thus the travel expense estimate is $250.00/
Job and for twenty-five jobs the expense would be $6,250.
3.3.3.2.5 Marketing
In addition to travel, one other significant expense of marketing is
likely to be entertainment. $200 in promotion/job acquired does not seem
unreasonable. Thus, we allocate $5,000 for entertainment and $10,000 for
special expert advice on promotion plus a $20,000 discretionary fund for
extra travel or advertising. The quality of the work done in the pro-
motion of the service in the first years may be the key to success or
failure of the enterprise.
3.3.4 Is the Business Commercially Viable?
3.3.4.1 Introduction to Net Present Value Analysis
In any business, the investment in plant or equipment involves a
pattern of present expenditure followed by annual receipts in excess of
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annual disbursements and climaxed by disposal of the plant or equipment
for some net salvage value. This cash flow pattern provides basic infor-
mation for evaluating the investment. However, even when accurate esti-
mates of cash flows have been made, inspection of these estimates alone
seldom reveals answers to the questions: "Will it pay?", or "How does
this investment compare with others?" The difficulty is that cash flows
in different years are not directly comparable. We overcome this diffi-
culty by taking into account the time value of money. By converting cash
flows to an equivalent sum at the present date, we can determine whether
the after-tax cash flow is sufficient to provide repayment of, and return
at some minimum attractive rate on, the investment.
Basic to this analysis is the concept of equivalence of cash flows.
If an investor is indifferent to receiving a certain sun now, or a larger
sum a year from now, then we say that the two sums are equivalent in pre-
sent value. The rate at which the sums must increase with time to be
equivalent to the investor is called the "minimum attractive rate of
return." To transform future receipts and disbursements into present
equivalents, we discount them by the interest rate equal to the minimum
attractive rate of return. Summing the present equivalents of all receipts
and disbursements gives the present equivalent value or "net present
value" (NPV) of the investment being considered.
The NPV analysis embodies the same information as either an equi-
valent annual cash flow or a rate of return analysis. For example, the
rate of return of an investment is the discount rate for which its NPV
equals zero.
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The basic decisions one can make from NPV analysis are the key ones
in evaluating an investment. Projects with positive net present values
are acceptable because discounted benefits exceed cost. Projects with 	
i
the largest net present value are the most desirable because they offer
the greatest net gain. Those with negative net present values are econo-
mically unacceptable.
3.3.4.2 Agribusiness Site Selection Net Present Value
This section computes the NPV of an investment in an agribusiness
site selection consulting firm. It is important at the outset to describe
the assumptions under which the analysis takes place. First, the selected
discount rate is 12%. This seems a reasonable after-tax rate of return
to require for a business investment with some risk but, according to our
market survey, a large and eager potential market. The analysis also
assumes that the business begins with a loan of enough capital to make
	
Y
initial capital investments and pay initial cash outflows as the business
gets started. We assume that the interest paid on this loan is 15% per
year. At the time this analysis took place the prime rate was 11.5%.
Allowing for increases we forsaw we chose the 15% loan cost. Later in-
creases in the prime rate made this 15% interest seem inexpensive. How-
ever, we present the analysis so that new assumptions on this or any other 	
R
cost item are easy to add and their effects are easy to track.
We attempt to account for other potential variations in assumptions
by presenting two NPV analyses that take somewhat different views of the
future of the business. Analysis #1 is a ten-year discounted cash flow
analysis that assumes that the business gains widespread customer acceptance
soon. In analysis #1 (see Table 3.1) marketing is intense, the staff
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dedicates itself to a quality product, and efficient production without
major "bugs" permits developing rapidly from a modest start to revenues
of $774,000 by the 7th year. The second analysis (see Table 3.2) repro- I
cents a slower growth and somewhat more modest start. It also assumes
budget reductions. Travel has been reduced/job from $250 to $150,
i
marketing from $25,000/yr to $20,000. There are other minor adjustments
in system maintenance. Personnel additions come in later periods since
the job volume does not Increase so quickly. In this analysis, business
lifetime (the period of onalysis) increases to fifteen years.
Despite the pessimism in Analysis #2, we assert that the first dis-
counted cash flow assumptions, strategy, and figures are more realistic.
The market exists for this service, our survey has demonstrated. A dedi-
cated staff with sufficient resources and marketing finesse should be able
to find all the jobs it can handle, if the survey results are in fact
representative of the interest among all agribusiness firms.
One concern may be that staff in later years may have to work hard
to handle the number of jobs listed in the analyses. The sixty full site
evaluations in final years represents twenty jobs/year/full time staff
agronomist (with the additional help of a couple of half-time assistants).
We have assumed that time, experience, and technological developments
increase the staff efficiency by this point in the history of the busi-
ness.
A dedicated and committed permanent senior staff will be essential
to achieving this level of success. If staff were given an ownership
interest in the business, that might supply the motivation needed.
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i
3.3.5 Conclusions and Recommendations
Our market :purvey in agribusiness site selection shows strong interest
among most market sectors. Various specialty areas in agribusiness ex-
pressing a willingness to increase spending over 25% over current site
evaluation spending if they could get the sort of service hypothesized.
Based on this survey response, we projected a revenue stream for the
business. For example, we estimated (optimistically) that it could grow
to sell sixty full site evaluations at $7500, apiece, plus other simpler
services for smaller fees. We projected costs for providing these ser-
vices, and undertook Net Present Value analyses. Optimistic Analysis #1
found an NPV of $207,233.00 after taxes at a 12% discount rate. Analysis
#2, using somewhat less optimistic assumptions on growth rate, calculated
a $136,121.00 NPV. Both figures are positive, a healthy indication.
Stated another way, the NPV analyses show that the businesses realize
well over a 12% return on inves--rent after taxes, a fine indication.
We recommend that an experimental business should be funded in the
area of site evaluation incorporating remote sensing technology. A
minimum five year experimental project (to test our cost and revenue pro-
jections) should be funded and sold after the fifth year, when it should
be profitable. Senior level staff members should be given an interest in
the progress of the business through partial ownership along with the
government, or a generous profit-sharing agreement. By the fifth year
there should be provided a good demonstration of the viability of the con-
cept for commercial purposes and the stage should be set for a smooth
transfer to private ownership and funding.
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3.4 A CROP FORECASTING SERVICE
3.4.1 Introduction
Earlier we briefly described our idea for a new LANDSAT-based,
crop forecasting service. Here we assess the feasibility of the idea
in detail. We evaluate data from a market survey (done by us earlier)
in the light of the current state of the art. We conclude that, although
the technology for LANDSAT-based forecasts shows great promise, a new
commercial forecasting service based on this technology would not be
viable. Constraints on LANDSAT and supporting data timeliness and
availability would make the service noncompetitive.
3.4.2 Previous Agribusiness Research
3.4.2.1 Huisinga Study
Previous to this summer, most of our research relating to the agri-
business community was based upon the EODMS project work of Jack Huisinga:
Private Sector Short-term Information Needs and Potential Delivery
i
Technologies.
	 His work, conducted in the spring of 1978, surveyed 153
agribusiness companies from which the response rate was 32%.
For this study, the agribusiness community was divided into eight
industry groups such as equipment manufacturers, chemical manufacturers,
grain traders, etc. Note farmers were excluded from the survey. The
survey was mailed to 153 firms, with the selection biased toward larger
firms, as it was assumed that larger firms would be in a better position
to make use of remote sensing-derived information.
The questionnaire contained thirteen multiple response questions,
structured such that responses to previous questions did not bias res-
ponses to later questions. The last four questions were more open-ended,
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inviting any level of detail the respondent cared to provide. The sub-
jects covered included firm characteristics, unsatisfied information
needs, desired temporal characteristics of provided information, desired
Toren of presentation of information, the firm's current information
sources, the use made of the information by the firm (extraction and
interpretation), current expenditures for information,likelihood that
the firm would purchase information if it could be provided at less cost
by a private firm, and how much the firm would be willing to pay for
such information (a range).
3.4.2.2 Conclusions of the Study
3.4.2.2.1 Unsatisfied Needs
Huisinga's findings are summarized by industry group in Table 3.3.
The survey data indicate that approximately 40% of the firms responding
feel the current reports of crop conditions are too general or too late
for their needs (see Table 3.4). The greatest need for improvement was
i
in the timeliness of information. Specific information items in which
improvement could enhance the operating efficiency of the respondent firms
i
included the traditional crop information areas of acreage planted (or
to be planted), the condition of the crop, and forecasts on total pro-
duction and final yield. The areas for which information was needed
varied from local (one county to six county areas) for the farm equipment
manufacturers, to world production forecasts for grain traders.
3.4.2.2.2 Willingness to Pay
The study results indicate a conditional willingness to pay for
improved information. Some portion of the willingness assumes that
access to the information is restricted. The value of the item to the
n
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firm is greatly reduced if that information is publicly available. In
addition, many firms find it advantageous to have access to values for
some portion of the production relationship in advance of when the values
are easily predictable. This may in some cases be interpreted as "before
the publication of the U.S.D.A. forecasts" which are discussed below.
3.4.3 Existing Crop Forecasting Systems
The Huisinga study included a review of existing services, and an
analysis of how well those services addressed the identified priorities
of timeliness and accuracy. An abbreviated discussion of each follows.
3.4.3.1 U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is the most widely used
source for crop-related data. Half the respondent firms listed it as
their most valuable source. The Economics, Statistics, and Cooperative
Service of the USDA uses area frame sampling in the form of aerial photo-
graphy and ground truth verification to yield forecast data after the
growing season has begun. This sample method is supplemented with list
frame sampling - questionnaires sent out before planting for acreage
planting intentions, as the crop progresses for yield expectations and
after harvest for final acreage and production. The Crop Reporting Board
uses the information to make its official reports.
3.4.3.2 The Statistics Service of the USDA/LANDSAT
USDA/LANDSAT has been used experimentally to improve the accuracy of
acreage reported in August for corn and soybeans in a 29-county area of
Illinois. Timeliness, however, was not improved. Its advantage is in
accuracy, as the LANDSAT imagery is unbiased. This system could therefore
be profitably employed as a part of any "location assessment" service.
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3.4.3.3 LACIE (Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment)
LACIE experimented with the use of LANDSAT imagery, soil characteris-
tic data, and meteorological data (real-time) to determine wheat crop
condition and yield forecasts. LACIE has substantially improved the
accuracy and timeliness of crop condition reporting and yield forecasting
for the Soviet Union in particular. AGRISTARS, a follow-on program,
will apply similar techniques to fourteen additional crops.
3.4.3.4 CROPCAST®	 !
CROPCAST is a proprietary grain information delivery system provided
by the Earth Satellite Corporation of Washington, D.C. CROPCAST fore-
casts acreage earlier than the USDA by using historical figures such as
grain prices at harvest, crop acreage and yield for previous year's har-
vest, and other socio-economic figures that may be relevant to the area
examined. A U.S.S.R. prediction, for example, might consider pub-
lished goals for the area's production. Incoming data is processed
through models developed by the corporation to provide forecasts of
acreage before the USDA forecasts become available.
Yield forecasts are produced from daily meteorological info nnation,
soil characteristic data, historical data, crop varietal data, USDA data,
and some use is made of LANDSAT imagery. The system specializes in
wheat, corn, and soybeans.
3.4.3.5 Purdue Alfalfa Pest Management Project
This is an example of biotic modeling to predict the potential
impact a pest (the alfalfa weevil) may have on a crop harvest (alfalfa).
Output from an alfalfa weevil growth and population model and output from
_41"..04AS 000W !-
an alfalfa growth model were input 11116U a N1a11%,-Nc316 111wF -at^F61un 111vuv1
to provide a forecast of the pest impact on alfalfa production.
3.4.4 Improved Crop Forecasting Service
3.4.4.1 Data Needs
Our project concluded that a new crop forecasting service was not
justified unless it could overcome the limitations experienced by exist-
.
ing systems. An improved service could provide more timely forecasts
if LANDSAT imagery could be received in the form of computer com-
patible tapes within a week of recording by the satellite. Direct
access to the CGIS of incoming real -time meteorological data from the
National Weather Service (NWS) could further enhance this system's effi-
ciency. Current systems use meteorological data as part of the data base
for modeling, but they are dependent upon forecasts from the NWS. Infor-
mation services could produce their own forecasts from incoming data.
The production of improved forecasts requires equally timely and
reliable information from a variety of related sources, such as:
historical data on crop yields and production variables such
as soil moisture retention characteristics by soil
composition
moisture levels at which stress begins for various crops
climatological data
crop variety data
pest distribution and associated bio-model
LANDSAT imagery and computer -extracted information on
acreage and condition of crops
aerial photography-extracted information
ground-truth verification data.
r
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Some firms interviewed expressed special interest in forecasts of
crops for which the necessary technology is not yet in place. Sugar
was of special interest due to its volatility in price. Inventory con-
trol of less volatile commodities would also be more efficient if the
size of the forecoming harvest could be generally predicted (e.g., larger
or smaller than normal). The advantage lies in efficiently storing items
for which there is a short harvest period, a year-long demand, a fluc-
tuating harvest size, but a relatively stable price. Apples or similar
fruits and nuts for which consumers find many substitutes are good
examples. Even general forecasts provided in this area on a timely basis
at a reasonable price would appear to find a good market.
3.4.4.2 Cost Analysis
The data base and programming loads for versatile and timely pro-
cessing of continually incoming data requires substantial computer capa-
city. The estimated cost of such a computer system is $500,000. Accord-
ing to the Earth Satellite Corporation, CROPCAST® cost $2M to develop.
The software for a new forecasting service could be developed at a lower
cost by building upon the programs available from LACIE and other projects.
Expansion into new crop areas, however, would require significant invest-
ment.
Employment of professional personnel in various fields will contri-
bute further to the costs of offering a service. It will need expertise
in statistical-modeling and computer programming, agronomy, and meteoro-
logy, as well as market experts or consultants in the agribusiness
c	 specialties served.
a
^	 I
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A third major cost component of offering an improved forecasting
service is data acquisition expense. An emphasis on timeliness and
accuracy will increase the quantity of data -- LANDSAT imagery as well
as supporting geographical and meteorological data -- which must be
obtained and processed.
3.4.5 Assessment of an IT2roved Crop
Forecasting Service
We conclude that a new crop forecasting business is not viable at
this time. The essential ingredient of timeliness would be difficult to
fulfill with the current five-week lag in distribution of LANV'AT imagery
and'.limits on early dispersal of USDA statistical data. Competition from
government sponsored projects, such as AGRISTARS, further discourages
private development in this area.
LANDSAT's limitations as a data source for crop forecasts are
largely political, not technical. There is no technical reason for a
five-week delay in data delivery. Given the required political support,
data delivery times could be much enhanced. Perhaps under the aegis of
the U.S. Department of Commerce, the agency recently put in charge of
LANDSAT data distribution, the situation will improve.
Another political restriction is the unavailability to the private
sector of USDA statistical data. Protected from early dispersal by law,
these data contain valuable supporting ground truth information needed
in crop forecasting using LANDSAT.
The third political limit has been on the spatial resolution of
LANDSAT's primary sensor, the MSS. The Department of Defense set the
80m limit for security reasons. Of the three constraints, this is the
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only one likely to be loosened soon, with the launch of LANDSAT D's 30m
resolution Thematic Mapper.
Perhaps if the potential value of LANDSAT as a crop forecasting tool
were made more widely known, political pressure could be more effectively
brought to bear to ameliorate this situation. The business idea dis-
cussed in the section to follow may be a way to gain this publicity.
Moreover, it appears to be a good commercial opportunity.
-b7-
3.5 THE LANDSAT TV FOOD REPORT
3.5.1 Introduction
Local television news, once a one- or two-man show of headlines,
has become a large-scale production. It dispenses both information and
extertainment. On any given newscast one can witness i; series of pre-
recorded investigative reports, live remote feeds, high-technology
weather reports, in-depth sports reports, and brief, humorous stories.
With a volatile domestic economy, Americans have become increasingly
concerned with business and financial affairs; hence the development of
the "business person" on TV newscasts, an economic analyst who provides
Information on the marketplace. Some television stations have also been
featuring a marketplace reporter of another kind -- the TV "food person",
who gives consumers tips as to good foods and bargains in twn grocery.
Up until now the roles of these two reporters have not been combined
into one, but this could conceivably happen in the near future.
LANDSAT may provide the motivation for this new news service.
Earlier in Chapter 3, we saw the potential to use LANDSAT agricultural
surveys in the United States, despite the timeliness and cost problem.
Ideally, this information would be made accessible to consumers simply
by turning on one's television set.
*MX-TV, the local CBS-owned television station, features on its
local newscasts a syndicated consumer service called, "The Green Grocer."
Joe Carcione, the "reporter" for this program, tells shoppers how to
select the best fresh fruit and vegetables, while also giving tips on
preparing and storing foods. Carcione does not report on future price
changes in food stocks; nor does he report on crop conditions.
It was our idea to combine "the Green Grocer" wi
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market analysis, thereby advising consumers on how to save money. This
program's format would be similar to that of "The Green Grocer", but
its advance crop information would enable consumers to save money on a
regular basis. LANDSAT's primary role in the broadcasts would be to
provide a graphic display of a crop-producing region. This role
resembles that of the weather satellite data on TV weather forecasts.
Some of the advance crop information might also be derived from LANDSAT-
provided data, but much would stem from the futures pages of the Wall
Street Journal or predictions from local grocers.
The station manager at KMOX-TV expressed interest in the idea and
allowed our project staff to work with a student intern at the station
to develop it further. Passing the scrutiny of one of the nation's five
CBS-owned TV stations made us believe that the idea was worth pursuing.
3.5.2 Format, Timing, and Content of the News Reports
The program would air daily on local newscasts. Each report would 	 r
concentrate on a particular fcod item, making a prediction as to how
that item would fare in the marketplace in the near future. Each report
would be accompanied by a LANDSAT scene of the area in which the parti-
cular food item is produced; this would show the viewer why we felt
confident about our prediction. We would also support our prediction by
consulting future price listings, either from financial publications or
from teletype agricultural reports; these would have already been set on
the wholesale level, translating out to a few days or weeks before these
developments affected retail prices.
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A local supermarket chain, the sponsor of "The Green Grocer", pro-
vided a list of the twenty highest dollar value items and the most
frequently-purchased items at their stores. Ue daily reports would
focus on the foods among these popular items:
1, meat
2. dairy products
3. produce products (fresh fruit and vegetables)
4. frozen foods
5. health and beauty aids
6. tobacco products
7. bakery products (both fresh-baked in the store and
packaged products from other sources)
8. soft drinks and drink mixes
9. beer
10. paper products
11. coffee
12. housewares
13. cookies and crackers
14. pet products
15. soaps and detergents
16. canned vegetables
17. breakfast foods (cereal)
18. snacks (pretzels, potato chips, etc.)
19. candy and gum (separate category from snacks)
20. canned juice
3.5.3 Example Script
We based a prediction of summer fruit prices on data from a local
market chain, and we transformed the prediction into a sample script.
The example script appears below. Note in particular its use of com-
parison reporting, in which conditions freh^, one year are weighted against
those of another. This comparison can be greatly augmented by LANDSAT
imagery.
"SUMER FRUITS" SCRIPT
Regular viewers of this news service might know that weather
and climatic conditions can affect food prices. This is espe-
cially true this a mner, as our recent heat wave has taken its
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toll on agricultural production. Fruit and vegetables have been
affected along with everything else, though the news isn't all
that bad.
Crops grown in the Missouri-IlZinois-Arkansas area, such as
sweet corn, watermelon, peaches and tomatoes, have been diluted
by the heat, and they have not beenharvested as they normally
would be. Because of the Low local supply, these items are now
caning from other parts of the country. The prices have been
raised somewhat because of freight costs, but you might say
it's worth it, because the quality is generally very good.
The weather has also contributed to the increased price of
California-grown eummer fruits, though in a different way.
Last year's hot weatheze
 in California saw many blueberries,
strawberries, cherries, grapes and other tree fruits harvested
over a short time span. That heavy supply in the markets was
accompanied by a lower price. This year, the weather is coot
in California, and the crops aren't coming in all at once, so
prices are slightly higher. Yet there is one item that has a
Lower price than Last year -- California pears. Even with
freight costs, the price is stilt Lower, and a bargain is a
bagain. As ,far as your other favorite summer fruits go, you
may have to pay a few cents more, but at Least there's plenty
of them. A consoling thought in even the hottest of times.
3.5.4 Role of LANDSAT
By using LANDSAT images as a supplement to the newscasts, the report
could show the phenomena underlying the price prediction. Figures 3.1
and 3.2 are LANDSAT scenes of a section of northeastern Missouri and	 i
Western Illinois, imaged at different times. These scenes could be used
to support the "Summer Fruits" report, as many of the items mentioned in
that report are grown in this area. With scenes taken at the right time
viewers could see for themselves how the heat and drought affected agri-
cultural production.
I27--032
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Figure 3.1. LANDSAT Image of Eastern Missouri and
Western Illinois, June 1980
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4. FORESTRY
4.1 INTRODUCTION
From information on forestry tasks and data needs, we developed six
promising ideas for new businesses:
1. A management service for privately held woodlots.
	
I
2. A business to build and sell turnkey LANDSAT processing/
CGIS information systems to industry and government for
forest management.
3. A potential fire hazard assessment service.
4. A reforestation information service for forest owners,
seedling producers, etc.
5. A land capacity assessment consulting firm.
6. A firm specializing in insect and disease monitoring and
control.
All of these ideas satisfy two criteria. They can make extensive use
of LANDSAT, and they show promise of commercial feasibility. However, of
the six ideas we were most enthusiastic about the first: the private
woodlot management service. Its potential market is very large, and it
shows very good potential for application of both LANDSAT and CGIS tech-
nology. Therefore, the next three sections of this chapter concentrate on
this service. Section 4.2 describes it briefly and Section 4.3 designs it
in detail. Section 4.4 assesses its market potential.
LANDSAT suitability was a key criterion in designing all six of the
services listed above. Section 4.5 shows how we systematically derived
these new business ideas from an analysis of LANDSAT's ability to satisfy
forestry information needs. This section also describes the role that
LANDSAT can play in the private woodlot management firm. Finally, it
 I
t	 {	 ^
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briefly describes some of the other ideas listed. Appendix C displays
the raw data derived in this chapter ' s market survey.
1
.A
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4.2 A PRIVATE WOODLOT MANAGEMENT SERVICE
4.2.1 Overview
A private woodlot management firm would serve a large and enthusias-
tic market. Over 73% of the nation's forests are owned by individuals,
28% are government owned, and 13% are held by the forestry industry. Of
the 73% owned by individuals, 38% of this is distributed among four
million people, who should form ouch of the market. Our survey of some
of these individuals reveals that they need, and will ray for, a service
to manage their holdings.
Forest management consists of, among other things, clearing dead
trees, pruning, selective cutting, planting, harvesting and selling.
The management service would be oriented towards the private small woodlot
owner. By "small" we refer to any amount of land less than that owned by
forestry, timber, or other companies that make use of large quantities of
timber. These larger companies generally manage their own land. Small
woodlot owners consist both of those who live on their land and absentee
owners.
Presently the state and federal governments have free services
available to the small woodlot owner. These services are provided by the	 1
U.S. Forest Service, State Foresters, the Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service (ASCS), and the American Tree Farm. The U.S. Forest
Service provides foresters and makes recommendations for insect, disease,
and fire control. State foresters offer onsite inspection, mark trees,
and make various management recommendations. The ASCS presently has two
programs in which the costs of planting and timber stand improvement are
suosidized. These programs are the Forestry Improvement Program and the
Agricultural Conservation Program. The forest industry is also helpful
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to the small woodlot owner. The industry provides their own foresters for
the small owner and sponsors tree farm families.
In the next part of this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of
these services. More importantly, we show that they leave room for a
private management service.
The private service would use and enhance the free government
assistance. A minimum private service would simply make the woodlot owner
aware of this assistance, while a maximum-level service, in contrast,
would choose and employ all available government help without owner inter-
vention. In the spectrum from minimum to maximum, three example busi-
ness services are:
1. A one-shot consulting program to assess the small woodlot
owner's forestry practices and suggest changes.
2. A periodic assessment of the progress of these suggestions.
3. A full managing service to improve the land and the trees,
harvest and replace the timber, sell the product, and
manage the financial affairs of the property.
Clearly services #2 and #3 include #1, and #3 includes #2. Services
#1 and #2 are oriented towards the ovmer who lives on the land because
the owner is present to oversee activities, while service #3 is oriented
towards the absentee owner.
The business would solicit customers over a large region, e.g.
statewide, to obtain -"'he "critical mass" of customers necessary to support
fieldwork. Employees would be skilled in business and forestry.
LANDSAT would play a role because of the large area covered. It
could be used for large-scale inventorying, forest classification, and
identification of potential customers. A CGIS could assist in formulating
reports for owners.
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Major operating costs would lie in acquiring and correlating LANDSAT
and ground truth data in a CGIS, software development for the extraction
of pertinent data and making optimal economic decisions, the actual costs
of fieldwork and hardware acquisition. Initially hardware and software
would be a large expense. As the business expands in scope, for example
to acting as a middleman in selling timber, it should easily be able
to recover this investment.
4.2.2 Present Funding Assistance and Services
vai a le to the Private Woodlot Owner-
This section provides more information on government services to
illustrate where a private service fits. The State Forester is typically
the main provider of government programs. Services from the State
Foresters vary from state to state, but they are similar. These similar
services include: woodland inventory, woodland management recommenda-
tions, actual physical assistance in monitoring planting and harvesting,
and information distribution. See Appendix C for further discussion.
The federal government also provides services, primarily forest
incentive programs. The Forestry Improvement Program (FIP) was created
from the 1978 Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act as an incentive to
private woodlot owners. The State Foresters and the Federal Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) administer this program.
State Foresters are responsible for on the ground and technical assistance,
but the primary contact is the ASCS. Program objectives are to stimu-
late production of timber from the private woodlot owner. The objectives
are met through cost-sharing programs for development, management, and
protection of timber. Eligible woodlots are defined as one-thousand
or fewer acres of forest capable of producing fifty cubic
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feet of growth per acre per year. FIP is divided into three categories:
1. FP I - tree planting
2. FP II - timber stand improvement
3. SF	 - special practices.
FPI has a minimum acreage requirement of ten acres and FPII has
a maximum of ten acres of planting under management per year. Priorities
for determining the improvement projects selected for the program are as
follows:
- potential for enhancement of forest resources
- forty or more acres of woodland
- potential impact on water quality and erosion
- availability of vendors.
Cost sharing agreements can be annual or three to ten year long term
agreements. Federal funds can be used up to seventy-five percent of
the total cost with ten thousand dollars maximum per year. Woodlot otmers
are reimbursed upon completion of their project.
Those who do not qualify for the FIP are eligible for the Agriculture
Conservation Program (ACP). This is a program for conservation and
erosion prevention. The ACP also has a cost sharing program up to ninety	
i
percent reimbursement.
Private sector services are also offered to the small woodlot owner.
These services are assisted by private foresters, tree farm systems, and
commercial development.
Private foresters can offer economic assessments, while by law state
foresters can not. The private forester also acts as a sales agent in
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generating sales of the owner's timber and contracting with the buyer.
These foresters are aware of up-to-date market conditions.
The tree farm program, administered by the American Forest Institute
(AFI) is a certification program designed to recognize private foresters
and owners involved in proper management practices. AFI also distributes
literature for the woodlot owner. Certification is granted under certain
stipulations:
1. The land must be inspected by a government forester.
2. The owner must be registered with the American Tree Farm
system.
3. A management plan must be drawn up and implemented by the
owner.
4. The timber stand must meet the standards defined by the
system or certification is taken away.
This program is only for recognition. The owner defines a concise
management plan for the program and thus is benefitting himself as well
as limiting natural resources damages. 	 The program stresses both
economic and ecologic motivations for good management.
Private industry offers assistance in commercial development. Indus-
try provides assistance for disease and pest control, fire control, prop-
erty line assessment, and market information. It may also lease land
from small private woodlot owners, manage the land, pay taxes, and sell
the wood.
These are the available services to the small woodlot owner. Later
in this chapter, the woodlot owners themselves evaluate their usefulness
and effectiveness in the market survey.
.sa.AC 1"
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4.3 DETAILED DESIGN OF THE SMALL WOOOLOT
MANAGEMENT SERVICE
4.3.1 Service Alternatives
4.3.1.1 One-Shot Consulting (Service #1)
i
Many small woodlot owners may be unaware of the potential profits
they can receive from their land. A one-shot consulting prograr. would
educate the owner. It would analyze market and woodlot data to provide
the following information:
1) Potential for income from the land
2) Steps for obtaining the income
a) selective cutting
b) appropriate planting
c) general timber stand improvement
d) site poeparation
e) other activities, non-forestry related
i) wildlife management
i i ) other crop planting
3) Free services available, including cost sharing
a) ASCS
b) U.S. Forest Service
c) State Foresters
d) American Tree Farm
4) Appropriate market statistics
a) harvest costs
b) lumber prices
5) Other small woodlot owners in the area interested in forming
a consortium to optimize sales.
One-shot consulting is solely an advisory service and once advice is
given the firm is finished with the customer.
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4.3.1.2 Periodic Reports and Consultations
(Service #2)
After the woodlot owner implements suggestions from Service #1, he
may want a professional periodically to check up on progress. Generally,
this is where most federal and state programs fall short. For example,
Minnesota does not have a viable consulting force; it employs only a
few individuals for this purpose. l
 Moreover, because state foresters do
not devote full time to the small woodlot owner, it may be that money
from FIR funds is not utilized to its fullest extent. Thus, it would also
be beneficial to government for a firm offering these services to check
up on how they are spent.
Methods of charting progress would depend on costs. Aerial photo-
graphy (remote sensing or otherwise) or fieldwork are alternative methods
for monitoring, and the choice depends on economies of scale. Fieldwork
would always be necessary in order to detect potential diseases or insect
infestation, assess soil conditions, and seedling or other crop progress.
i
Aerial photography could monitor growing stages. It can also assist in
determining optimal cutting procedures to minimize costs and damage to
land from erosion and to plan cutting so income from the land would be
more frequently obtained.
This service will havt .. both a greater need for data and higher costs
than Service #1. Thus it may have to solicit a greater number of customers
in a restricted geographic area to obtain the "critical mass" necessary
for profitability.
1 Small W-idland Owners Conference, July 20-21, 1478, St. Paul Minnesota.
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4.3.1.3 A Complete Managing Service for Land
Management and Sale of Lumber
(Service #3)
Service #3 takes essentially complete control of the land. After
suggestions are made to the owner, an agreement would be made as to the
appropriate methods to be implemented. The firm would be responsible for
obtaining those free services available, including cost-sharing funds,
overseeing them, monitoring results, planning in ways not available from
the government, contracting for harvesting the trees and/or other crops,
selling the harvested goods, and reporting on the woodlot's financial
status.
The firm would form a consortium of small woodlot owners -- its
customers. The consortium would have more selling power and get better
prices than its members could individually.
4.3.2 Selling the Service
A standardized solicitation package, sent to all potential custorwars,
could give examples of small woodlot owners making money off their land
as a result of the firm's advice. In particular, the literature should
stress that full service management (Service #3) is available. This ser-
vice, according to our survey, is the most attractive.
The service design permits selling in stages, another attractive
feature. Those wishing to manage the land themselves would sign a con-
tract for further detailed information, as described in Servii.:t #1, at a
set price. These owners would have the option of utilizing Service #2
at a further cost. Finally, customers wanting full service would sign a
contract for service, paying a percentage of gross sales.
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4.3.3 Customers
Customers would be any woodlot owner whom it would be profitable
to serve. That is, the land's potential income must be enough to support
the services received.
A key factor in profitability will be obtaining as many customers
as possible in one region (county, district, etc.) to reduce the costs
of data acquisition and overhead. Geographical data, market data, and
free obtainable services are similar in one region, further reducing costs.
Consortia of woodlot owners to increase bargaining power would be easier
to form. Decisions in terms of what to grow (trees, crops, etc.) would
be easier to make.
4.3.4 Structure and Size of the Firm
The firm can develop from one facility to many regional ones, close
to customers, when the volume of business permits. The firm will employ
business, computer, and forestry experts. The computer and forestry
experts need experience in using CGIS's and LANDSAT. The number of
business and computer personnel should be largely independent of the
number of customers, but more customers will require proportionally more
foresters.
4.3.5 The Role of LANDSAT and Supporting Data
Section 4.5 provides a description of some of the data needs for this
service and lists those data obtainable from LANDSAT. Acquisition of
supporting data for the management service is also necessary. Supporting
data consists of information necessary for narket analysis of the lumber
industry, relevant ground truth data, and information on services to the
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small woodlot owner. Market data comprises information on current
supplies and prices of timber throughout the market, trading practices,
and purchasers for the lumber. Geographical data is that of soil types,
land classification/land use, trees growing and recently cut on the
land, and growing cycles.
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4.4 ASSESSMENT AND VALIDATION OF THE WOODLOT MANAGEMENT SERVICE
4.4.1. Market Survey
4.4.1.1. Introduction--Goals of the Survey
The primary goal of the survey is as in the previous chapter: to assess
the service's revenue generation capability. This survey contains two
unique elements, however. First, because government agencies and private
companies offer services that may compete with this one (see Section
4.1.2), the survey attempts to evaluate the potential customers' opinion
of this competition. This opinion helps us in designing a new service.
Second, because three services might be offered, the survey seeks to
determine which of the three is most attractive.
4.4.1.2 Structure of the Survey
We mailed a five-page questionnaire to more than two hundred small
woodlot owners. Half of the recipients owned woodland in Missouri in
Reynolds County; the other half, in Washington County, Illinois. The total
response rate was 20.5% (41 respondents), 21% from Illinois and 20% from
Missouri. The even distribution enables comparing the countries with validity.
The survey, reproduced in Section 4.4.1.3., comprises a cover letter
to describe the purpose of the survey and assure confidentiality, and four
pages of questions grouped into three parts. The first part gathers
general information; the second and third separate those owners that
presently use federal and state services from those who do not.
The following list describes the purpose of each question. Refer to
the geestionnaire as a reference for the question number.
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Part 1: General Information
Question	 Purpose
1	 Assess average woodlot size.
Assess how recently the land changed ownership, and
correlate number of years owned to present services
used.
3	 Assess land use to verify whether it is forest.
4	 Identify absentee land holders.
5	 Assess extent of owner's holdings.
6	 Assess current income derived from land.
7	 Determine interest of absentee landholders in
visiting land. Indicates potential need for full
management services.
8	 Obtain present value of land.
9	 Determine respondent's use of present private or
government forestry services.
Part 2: Questions for those potential customers not using existing forest
services.
Question Purpose
10 Assess the owner's interest in obtaining income from
his woodlands.
11 Assess with an open-ended question ideas for income
generation.
12 Determine whether the owner has investigated the advisory
groups.
13 Assess owner's satisfaction with agencies sought out.
14 Analyze opinion on present agencies further with an
open-ended question.
15 Analyze limited consulting services #, and #2.
16 Assess a willingness to pay for services in question 15.
17 Analyze market for full management service #3 and a
willingness to pay.
L^
	 ._J
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Part 3: Questions for those potential customers using existing forest
services.
Question	 Purpose
18
	
	 Assess most frequently used service(s). Identify other
services.
19
	
	
Assess owner's satisfaction with existing services to
indicate whether the market has room for a new firm.
20
	
	
As in question 14, provide a list of things to avoid
or emulate when operating the new firm.
21	 As in question 17, assess the market for the new firm
among knowledgeable woodlot owners. 	
I
22	 Assess these owners' willingness to pay.
23
	
	
Get more information on the potential customer's
needs with an open-ended question.
24
	
	 Determine whether the knowledgeable small private
woodlot owner is interested in the value of remote
sensing imagery as a tool for forestry related decision
making.
I
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4.4.1.3. The Survey
Dear Sir/Madam:
This questionnaire has been sent to you as par*_ of a NASA
Funded research project to investigate new opportunities for
private business us i ng satellite graphics. Presently the
Washington University Center for Development Technology is
researching services that businesses might offer to woodlot
owners. We have sent questionnaires to all the landowners
in your county. If you could take ten minutes to fill out
this questionnaire and return it in the self-addressed,
stamped envelope, it would be greatly appreciated. If you
have any questions, please feel free to call me at Washington
University at (314) 889-5464.
All information will remain confidential so that you may
respond in any way you wish. We request you do not sign
the questionnaire or put a return address on the envelope
so that you will be anonymous and our survey will be objec-
tive.
Thank you for your time.
Yours truly,
Jerry Foshage
JF:dbw
igton university
,s Box 1108jis, Missouri 83130
189-5455
1
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QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Now much land do you hold in	 county?
1-10 acres
	
11-20 acres
	 21-50 acres
	 51-100 acres
100-200 acres	 201-500 acres	 over 500 acres
2. How long have you owned this-land?
	
years
3. What percent is forest?
0%	 50% 	100%
4. How far do you live from your holding(s)?	 miles (approximately)
5. Do you have holdings elsewhere? 	 yes	 no
6. Do you receive any income (money made without subtracting expenses)
from your land during the course of an average year?
yes
	
no	 (NOTE: All information wiZZ be kept anonymous)
If yes, how much?	 0-$200	 $201-$500	 $501-$1000
$1001-$5000
	
over $5001
1. How many times in a year do you visit your land? 	 times
8. How much is your land worth per acre today?
500 or less	 501-650	 651-800	 801-950
951-1000	 over 1,000
(If you do not know p Zease list the cost of purchase per acre and
check here	 ).
9. Do you use an agency to improve your land, profit, or both? (e.g.,
state foresters, tree farm association, commercial consultants, etc.)
yes	 no
R^4+F^+t^tA^+k^+F*h^tA+F+F+F+t+F+F+F+t+F+f^F+FA+FR+F^t+l+F+t+t+t+k^F+F^+kit+F+4h+F+t^+to+k+lAR+k+k^F+k+k^hA^F+t+F^kAA^k Ak
IF YES PLEASE CO TO QUESTION 18.	 IF NO PLEASE COMM.
a
L-i_
QUESTIONNAIRE
Page Two
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10. Have you ever considered doing something to improve the woodland on your
property and/or planting trees to convert fields to !hake money?
yes	 no
11. If yes what?
i
12. Have you ever obtained information or services from the following groups? 	 i
(Check more than one if appropriate):
_ American Forest Institute
National Forest Service
_ State Forest Service
Other (please specify)
Other (please specify)
Mer (please specify)
13. If you have obtained information please rate their
service?
usefulness?
0	 5	 10
poor	 average	 excellent
14. What are their major strengths and weaknesses?
Strengths	 Weaknesses
15. Would you use a service which could provide information on how to improve
your land and it's value, increase profits from your land, and advise on
free governmental services and matching funds?
yes
	
no
_J
CQUESTIONNAIRE
Page Three	 _91_
i
t
16. How much would you be willing to pay for this service?
i
`% (in percentage of possible money to be made)
17. Consider a service to manage your lot which could perform selective
cutting, selling wood, planting, fire control, etc. You would regulate
all activity and receive a yearly report on the condition of your land.
Would you use such a service?yes
	 no
If yes, how - :uch would you be wi l ling to pay?
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIAff.	 PLEASE RETURN THE QUESTIONNAIRE I
E	 ^a^^^a^^^^^^^sahtaarh^^^^^ * ^>t*^s ,t>t^ah >t^.ta^^k+ri^^^^^^ >♦ ^>4^>♦,c^a *^,Fa^a^t^^e^	
y
18. What system did you use? (check more. than one if appropriate)
a) American Tree Farm
b) State Forester
c) National Forest Service
d) Matching Funds
e) Other (please specify)
19. Please rate your satisfaction with these group(s).
a) /_1 1 /-1_.1	 d)
b) 1. _.1 _..^_^—J_ J	 e)
c) /_^` f /_,_^	 high
	
1 ow,
high	 low
20. What are their major strengths and weaknesses?
Group
	
Strengths	 Weaknesses
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QUESTIONNAIRE
y	 Page Four
21. Consider a service which could do an indepth analysis of your property
holdings using information about your county and state. Information
would include market characteristics, government programs and services,
commercial services, local land and forest conditions, and others.
Using this information this service would consult and handle business
transactions, recommend management techniques and other similar services
to help increase land values and profits from the land. This service
would have experts in forestry, economics, and law on it's staff.
Would you be interested in a service such as this?
yes
	
no
22. If yes how much would you be willing to pay?
% (in percentage of money made)
23. Are there any services that were not mentioned that you would like
to have?
24. Would you use a service which could supply you with interpreted data
from aerial and satellite imagery about information and conditions
about your land, county, and state?
yes	
_ no
How much would you pay? 	 % (in percent of money made)
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TDZ. 	 PLEASE RETURN THE QUESTIONNAIRE
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4.4.1.4 Response to the Survey
Appendix C presents the raw data from the forestry market survey,
while this section reviews and summarizes survey results.
Part 1: General Information
1. Acreage
The acreage of the small woodlot owners' land ranged from 1-10 acres
to over 500 acres with the breakdown as follows:
Number of owners
	 Acreage
	
2	 i-10
	
1	 11-20
	
9	 21-50
	
2	 51-100
	
9	 100-200
	
12	 201-500
	
6	 over 500
Statistics on acreage:
total number of owners
	
41
total acreage range of owners	 6616 - 12090*
mean acreage range of owners 	 161.36 - 294.88*
standard deviation in acreage range of owners
	
159.41 - 220.15*
2. length of Ownership (Years)
Range	 3-124
Total	 892
Mean	 21.76
Standard Deviation (years)
	 23.97
*Assumes mean acreage in the "over 500" range is 600.
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Mean time of ownership is about two decades. This infreqeunt turn-
over could be because of the relative non-profitability of woodland. On
the other hand, perhaps the present owners value their land for recrea-
tional or other purposes.
3. Percentage of Wooded Acreage
Range - Reynolds County	 0-100
Range - Washington County 	 2-100
Mean - Reynolds County	 71.22
Mean - Washington County 	 33.16
Standard Deviation - Reynolds County 	 23.72
Standard Deviation - Washington County	 30 Ji
These statistics contrast the two counties. The Reynolds county
land owners show that most of their land is wooded, wher?as only one-
third of the typical Washington County land owners' property is forested.
4. Distance from Residence to Land (Miles)
Range - Reynolds County	 0-1,500
Range - Washington County 	 0-250
Mean Distance - Reynolds County 	 115.89
Mean Distance - Washington County 	 24.36
Standard Deviation - Reynolds County 	 159.91
Standard Deviation - Washington County 	 28.24
Most Washington County landowners reside near their land. In contrast,
in Reynolds County, some owners live on their land but others apparently
are absentee owners. These statistics might cause selling methods in the
two counties to differ. The limited consulting services (#1 and #2) might
sell best to resident owners; the full service N3 to absentee owners. Later
questions in the survey confirm or deny this speculation.
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5. Other Holdings
Twenty of the forty-one respondents own land other than that in
Reynolds and/or Washington Counties. Only seven of the twenty-one owners
in Washington County have holdings elesewhere, compared to thirteen of
twenty in the more heavily wooded Reynolds county. Perhaps the owners in
Reynolds county, with more widespread holdin-s. would be more interested
in income generation and therefore in the management service. We
confirm or deny this speculation with later questions.
6. Present Income from Land
Number of owners presently receiving income
Washington County	 14
Reynolds County	 5
Owners currently receiving income (minimum value)
	 ($/yr)
Mean Income/yr. - Reynolds County 	 351.00+
Mean Income/yr. - Washington County 	 3959.33*
Standard Deviation of Income/yr. - Reynolds County
	
173.21
Standard Deviation of Income/yr. - Washington County 1888.46
Nine respondents answered "over 5000," so these numbers maybe very
conservative. The statistics show a clear contrast between the two counties.
7. Number of Visits Per Year
This statistic is inversely related to the distance the owner resides
from his/her land. Those living farther away are less likely to visit
their land.
;5
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8. Present Value of Land
	
Number of Owners 	 Number of Owners	 Present Range of Value ($/a(.re)
	
(Reynolds Co.)	 (Washington Co.)
13 3 500 or less
2 2 501 - 650
1 1 651 - 800
1 3 800 - 1000
1 12 over 1000
The above table again indicates that land in Reynolds County offers
relatively little income generation capability, compared to that in
Washington County.
9. Present Use of Government or Private Services
Only nine of the forth-one small woodlot owners use government or
private services. Service #1 would educate the majority of owners who do
not take advantage of present available services. However, if it is
absentee ownership, not ignorance, that causes the lack of interest,
Service #3 would best be able to help.
Part 2: Survey of Owners Not Now Using Presently Available Services
10, 11. Owner Interest in Improving and/or Income Generation
Of those not using present services (32 people), twelve have considered
doing something to improve their land or generate income. Their ideas range
from planting a small garden to harvesting trees. Eight of the twelve
people considered planting and harvesting Christmas, fruit, and pine trees.
Other ideas are general timber stand improvement and orchard or pasture
,a
development.
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12, 13, 14. Past Use of Government of Private Services
Some of the thirty-two nonusers have either employed these services
in the past or have inquired about them. In Washington county two
nonusers had pursued them; in Reynolds county, eight.
All ten had used the State Forest Service (SFS). Rated on a one
(^,00r) to ten (excellent) scale, the State Forest Service scored as follows:
Number of respondents previously using SFS
	
10
mean rating of service (1-10) 	 6.87
mean rating of usefulness (1-10) 	 6.75
standard deviation in rating of service
	
2.47
standard deviation in rating of usefulness
	
2.43
Respondents also assessed SFS strengths and weaknesses. The strengths
they listed are: good and accurate information (maps, literature, reports,
etc.), no fee, good availability; good knowledge of land, values and timber;
cooperation, diligence, and interest; help in locating land for purchase;
and help in preserving land and privacy. Weaknesses listed were: they
"talk much, do less"; information is too technical; they don't assess a
cost vs. profit relationship; their information is not timely enough; they
don't visit the land enough; and they don't assess land use potential.
Other services used in the past were State Farm Service, American
Forest Institute, National Forest Service, and those offered by private
companies. Respondents did not assess them.
15, 16. Response to the One-Shot Consulting Service (#1)
After seeing a description of Service #1, respondents reacted as
follows:
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County	 Number not presently 	 Number that would use
using available
	
limited consulting
services	 Service #1
Washington County	 17	 6
Reynolds County	 15	 13
r
Encouragingly, 19 of the 32 current nonusers (59%) are interested.
The large difference in response between the richer (Washington County) and
poorer (Reynolds) is interesting. Eleven of the nineteen positive respon-
dents were willing to pay a mean 25% of income; eight were unsure.
17. Response to the Full Management Service (#3)
The response to this service was similar to that for #1.
Part 3: Survey of Owners Presently Using Available Services
18, 19, 20. Present Use of Government or Private Services and
-Satisfaction Thereof
The nine respondents, all using the State Forester, give the service
a rating of 4 (5 is most satisfied) with a standard deviation of 1.2.
Strengths they list are good advice, good service, constant help, avail-
ability, and useful help in fire control, and selective cutting. Weaknesses
include: poor management supervision, politics, amount of work too much
for one agency, and staff not concerned enough. Matching funds, American
Tree Farm, and Forestry Crop Land Management services are also used by a
few of the respondents. Suggestions included overseeing timber haulers
and "cleaning up their mess," and creating an annual inspection report.
21, 22. Response to Full Management Service (#3)
We assumed that the present users would be interested only in Service
#3, and so queried them only on this service. Some nonusers also responded,
as follows:
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Responses (Reynolds County)
	 10
Responses (Washington County)	 6
Owners who would use the full management service
(Reynolds County)	 8
Owners who would use the full management service
(Washington County)	 2
All but two of the woodlot owners who responded to this question in
the poorer Reynolds county, or 80%, are interested in our full management
service. This is another optimistic statistic for entrepreneurs. Washing-
ton county had only 33% interest. Willingness to pay, as a percentage of
income averaged about 20%, but few respondents answered this question.
This figure was similar to that for the limited consulting and management
services #1 and #2. Thus, the respondents didi!not differentiate the degree
of involvement of the firm, which would be much greater for the full
management service.
23. Respondents' Ideas for New Services
Responses to the open-ended request for respondents' ideas for new i
services gave us information on needs of the small woodlot owner.
i
24. Use of Aerial and/or Satellite Imagery
Half of the sixteen respondents said they would use a service that
supplied interpreted aircraft or satellite data.
4.4.2. Conclusions
4.4.2.1. Existence and Characteristics of the Market
Both counties showed enthusiasm for the suggested services. The
Reynolds County owners, typically not presently making use of government
services, earning much money from the land, or living near it, were over-
whelmingly enthusiastic. Seventeen of the twenty respondents would use
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at least one of the services. The,Washington County owners, currently more
successful at earning income from their wooded land, expressed somewhat
less interest. Even here, however, interest was strong, with 43% of the
respondents willing to use at least one of the services.
The differences probably stem from the counties' contrasting land
uses. Reynolds County is mostly forested land, Washington County generally
agricultural. Agriculture, a money-making operation, premits resident
ownership and reduces the need for a management service. Presently the
Reynolds County mean income per year is only 351 dollars plus for an average
lot of 160-300 acres, one to two dollars per acre per year.
The absentee owners in Reynolds County are enthusiastic about the idea
of a management service that would permit them to earn more income from
their land. Indeed, all but one of the respondents who were absentee owners
expressed interest in our service.
These absentee owners may hold their land primarily as a speculative
investment. Current income from the land does not Justify their spending
time on it. Yet if income could be increased, the land value would rise.
Thus, the absentee owners in particular find the land management service
attractive.
4.4.2.2. Size of the Market. Potential Revenues
As stated in this Chapter's introduction, there are four million	
r
owners of small woodlots in the U.S. If Missouri and Illinois have their
share, perhaps 160,000 people own , woodlots in the two states.
To verify this guess another way, we know that 31% of Missouri's
167,000 km2 is forested land.* Small woodlot owners may possess about 28%
*Eastwood, et al. Program on EODMS Final Report, CDT, Washington University,
St. Louis, MO, 12176. p. 97.
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of this forested area (assuming the national average cited in Section 4.2
applies). If each owner holds 200 acres, then there are 58,450 small
woodlot owners in Missouri or well over 100,000 in Missouri and Illinois.
Conservatively applying the results of our survey, assume that at
least 30,000 of these people might be interested in the services we
offer. Let us say that two-thirds of these owners opt for Services #1
or #2, and that they will pay 25% of the income from the land for these
services, as the survey suggests. Assume also that their passively-
managed land yields only what it does in Reynolds County, about $350./
year/owner. In addition, let us assume that one-third of the customers
opt for the full management service #3, and that they pay 10% of the land's
income for the service, a low figure according to the survey. Further
suppose that this actively-managed land yields about $4000./year/owner,
as it does in Washington County. Then the total yearly business revenue
potential for Missouri and Illinois may be about $1,750,000. from Services
#1 and #2 plus about $4,000,000. from Service #3.
Of course, all the assumptions we have made in estimating this nearly
six million-dollar potential market are open to question. However, they
rely as much as possible on survey results or additional facts. Certainly
the results suggest that the idea be considered further. The next step
must be a cost and profitability study along the lines of Chapter 3. We
recommend that this study be carried out. Further, we advise that NASA
support an experimental business along these lines if the profitability
study predicts success.
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4.5 SYSTEMATIC GENERATION OF IDEAS FOR
LANDSAT-BASED BUSINESS IN FORESTRY
4.5.1 Rankins New Business Ideas Accordinto LANDSAT WtablliV
We began our work in forestry by systematically developing new
business ideas in which LANDSAT could play a primary role. We discovered
six prospects well-suited to LANDSAT use. Of the six, the woodlot manage-
ment idea is the most viable commercially.
This section describes how we derived the LANDSAT-suitable business
ideas. In the process, it details how LANDSAT data can be employed in
the woodlot management firm that we recommend for further development.
To becin our development of business ideas, we referred to our
earlier analysis of forestry tasks and data needs in the EODMS project.*
This analysis provided basic information on forestry tasks and data needs,
summarized in Table 4.1.
The EODMS work also provided us with detailed specifications (for-
mat, scale, resolution, frequency of update, etc.) for each data item.
An example of this information appears in Table 4.2.
The information represented by Tables 4.1 and 4.2 allowed us to deter-
mine which data items were most suitably gathered by LANDSAT. We scored
data items on how well their specifications fit LANDSAT characteristics.
One example of this scoring for frequency of update, is described below.
Quarter-yearly data needs fit LANDSAT's data delivery schedule well,
but a task performed weekly needs new data too often to be well-served by
the satellite. Thus we rated task/data need pairs by how frequently they
needed new data as follows:
*Eastwood, et al., Pro ect on EODMS Final Report, Center for Development
Technology, Washington University, St. 	 -. Missouri, December 1976.
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Rating	 Frequency
1 daily to weekly
2 monthly
3 one shot
3.5 two to ten years
4 annually
5 bi-annually
6 quarterly.
This scale relates to LANDSAT data characteristics. Those data needs
which cannot be met by LANDSAT were given a lower rating, whereas the
higher ratings imply that LANDSAT can satisfy the frequency-of-acquisition
specification. Considering future improvements in LANDSAT data acquisi-
tion, we decided that the best frequency-of-update for LANDSAT was
quarterly. This decision was based upon weather conditions affecting
acquisition and processing time, and the eighteen-day period of satellite.
orbit. More frequent data needs LANDSAT can not satisfy, and less fre-
quent needs do not make full use of the satellite's capability.
Table 4.3 shows examples of a task-data needs matrix with LANDSAT
frequency-of-update suitability ratings indicated. We produced analyses
(not shown) similarly rating the data items' other specifications (reso-
lution, format, information cont at, etc.).
The final step in determining which tasks best fit LANDSAT was to
rank them according to the average suitability of their data items to
LANDSAT. This ranking resulted in our identifying twelve ideas for new,
LANDSAT-based forestry businesses. Finally, through conversations with
forestry experts, we ranked the twelve ideas in terms of commercial
feasibility (Table 4.4).
F
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Table 4.4: Potential New Businesses in Forestry:
Commercial Feasibility Ranking
Most Commercially Feasible New Firms
1. Private Forest Management
2. Turnkey LANDSAT Processing Systems
3. Disease and Pest Control
4. Reforestation Information
S. Fire Hazard Potential
6. Land Capacity Assessment
New Firms Less Commercially Feasible
1. Nursery Program
2. Forest Inventory
3. Potential Cropping Scheme
4. Fire Damage Survey
5. Harvest Scheduling
6. Timber Stand Improvement
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The first part of this chapter considers idea X11 (Private Forast
Management) in detail. The next section briefly discusses some of the
other ideas listed in Table 4.4.
	 i
4.5.2 Additional Ideas for New Businesses
in Forestry
4.5.2.1 Turnkey LANDSAT Processing Systems for
Industry and Government.
Private firms and government employ remote sensing techniques for
forestry. Large lumber companies are buying their own computer systems,
and both government and industry are researching the effectiveness of a
LANDSAT-based CGIS.
The primary area for commercial applications of a new firm would be
in the research, development, and sale of new computer-aided forestry
management systems, including the necessary hardware and software. Some
companies are already meeting this need. However, business is slowed by
the fact that some customers are unsure of the efficiency of these yet 	
I
unproven methods. Demand will surely increase once the firm proves
these methods efficient.
4.5.2.2 Fire Hazard Assessment
Predicting moisture levels from snow fall and detecting fuel buildup,
as the result of dried pulp or brush, makes the long-term prediction of
potential fire hazards in wooded areas a feasible application of LANDSAT
and CGIS's. If potential fire hazards are identified soon enough, plan-
nning of preventative measures and fire fighting strategies can occur in
timR.
For example, California has problems with flammable creosote brush
buildup. The state is putting much effort into clearing the brush on a
._.__
i	 -1Dg-
two to three year cycle. LANDSAT can be applied to identifying concentra-
tions of the plant.*
A new firm could develop a CGIS to analyze moisture levels from
data on current weather and the previous winter's snow fall and dead tree
and scrub buildup. As a result, fuel can be removed before the damage
i
begins. :and classification, accessibility information, and topography
data on large regions, obtainable from LANDSAT images or topographical
maps, would be useful in planning optimal fire escape roads, fire attack
plans, and safety precautions. Mathematical models of these plans could
be simulated and computer tested. Staff would consist of biologists,
meteorologists, forest fire experts, and an expert computer analyst of
which interpreting and processing imagery would be one of his qualifica-
tions.
Potential users of thi's service are private land owners, forest
companies, fire departments, and state and federal government. The infor-
mation collected on dead trees could be sold to government and researchers
to plan fire hazard management. Firewood com panies would be interested
in location and ownersh i p of dead tree stands. Due to the slow time
lapse of trees dying,forested areas could be monitored with LANDSAT
annually, and every five years an in-death study using lower altitude
aircraft and fieldwork could be done. T .-nis is under the assumption that
a service of this type would only be feasible for large geographical
areas in orae , to make use of LANDSAT from year to year. A fire damage
assessment service could also be offered by the new firm without signifi-
cant investment.
*Tim Hays, Acting Director, CA Environmental Data Center.
_-J
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4.5.2.3 Reforestation Information Service
Reforestation includes preparing an area for use, analysis of vege-
tation types, and appropriate planting. An information system containing
the amount of trees recently cut, land classification, and appropriate
seedling types would be beneficial to the independent tree grower and
may help predict demand for certain seedling types. This information
could be obtained from local mills,.commercial foresters, state or federal
foresters, and LANDSAT.
The market may be limited to small land holders and Christmas tree
farmers; the larger foresters and government do their own analysis. The
most feasible product would be information developed from a software
package, oriented towards the tree farmers, for depiction, extractie)n,
and correlation of LANDSAT and ground truth data with regard to tree types
to be planted. Training on how to use the software packages on a time
sharing system would be necessary for the tree growers to understand hcw
it works. Ideally the software package could be used by private seedling
companies that compete on a multi-state level. This idea may be more
feasible to implement as part of our private forestry management service
than alone.
4.5.2.4 Other Ideas
Many firms already supply land capacity assessment. The new oppor-
tunity here may be in using LANDSAT data to cut costs.
A centralized insect and disease control firm would be beneficial.
Detection of vegetation stress from LANDSAT imagery has been proven tech-
nologically feasible. LANDSAT could hlp detect insect infestation and
monitor the conditions. Disease and insect infestation occurs most heavily
in the southern U.S., which may therefore be the best market.
-III-
Large lumber companies employ experts in disease and insect infesta-
tion. Small landowners can not afford to control infestation through
spraying, and local foresters provide them free advice on these problems.
Therefore, the only potential customers for a new firm may be large non-
commercial woodlot owners, government, and researchers.
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5. THE INSULATING/ROOFING BROKERAGE
AND OTHER URBAN-ORIENTED FIRMS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Ideas for urban-oriented, remote-sensing or CGIS-based firms we con-
sidered were:
i
1. A broker for insulating/roofing contractors which uses infrared 	 k
imagery both to identify potential customers and as a sales tool.
2. A firm to develop a transportation planning system that geocodes 	 t'
€	
transportation zones and merges this data with census data.	 c
3. Similar firms to develop and maintain an information system based
on digitized census data and additional information in one of the
following application areas.
a. Urban redevelopment
b. Municipal planning
c. Urban economics/Retail sales
d. Educational Planning.
Of these three ideas, the first is most promising. In the sections
immediately following, we describe the technology and selling scheme,
survey the market, and assess the financial aspects of this idea.
We used a systematic scheme to develop these and other ideas for urban
ti
information services. Of all the ideas we generated, the three listed
were equally exciting initially. However, as problems with the 1980
Census came to light, and as we investigated urban finances, we became
less enthusiastic about Census-based businesses selling primarily to local
government. Idea #1 then appeared to have two key advantages; it derived
	 y
its information primarily from remote sensing and it operated fully in the
private sector.
I- --
Unlike the ideas for new businesses described in Chapters 3 and 4,
the insulating/roofing brokerage can make no use of LANDSAT in its
current form. The business is based on thermal imagery that can resolve
details of heat loss in rooftops of residences. This capability is
beyond the foreseeable ability of satellite-based remote sensing.
Despite this fact, this report presents this and one other idea
based on remote sensing or CGIS technology that allow no immediate role
for satellite imagery. Our justification for looking beyond current
satellite applications stems from a belief in the natural inclination of
businesses to diversify. Any successful business, in seeking to grow,
will seek new markets that best make use of its existing skills and
resources. Thus, encouraging CGIS or aircraft remote sensing-based
businesses with good commercial potential plants the seed for future
commercial satellite uses as that technology improves and the business
grows.
For this reason, and to illustrate the scope of the commercial
potential of remote sensing/CGIS technology in market sectors in which
satellite technology does not yet fit, we present the ideas for new
businesses described in Chapter 5 and 6. These ideas are "extras", in
addition to the three required in our contract, but their potential
merits inclusion.
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5.2 OVERVIEW OF THE INSULATING/ROOFING BROKERAGE
5.2.1 Brief Description of the Service
The Insulating/Roofing (I/R) Agency both serves building owners and
benefits contractors. Essentially a brokerage, the Agency obtains aerial
thermography, analyzes individual housing units, and approaches thc;,.:
owners whose units need insulation improvement. The sales force
attempts to convince potential customers to purchase insulation or roofing
from one of the contractors which the company represents. In exchange,
the customer gets a free home energy audit based on the thermographic data.
Moreover, for a fee the consumer who chooses not to employ the services of
one of the contractors represented can also obtain the energy audit.
The consumer gets a significant degree of choice:; he will be able
to select from among many contractors represented. The brokerage supplies
facts on each company to assist in the decision.
Each contractor represented should meet a minimum standard of quality
to assure the consumer of a job well done. Contractors who object to
being represented along with competitors might be offered exclusive repre-
sentation under the condition that the contractor bear full costs. The
sharing option lowers costs for each company involved, and as a result,
should be more popular.
The Agency could be compensated in various ways. Initially the firm
could require an initiation fee from each contractor it represents. From
that point on,a percentage of the gross sales could go to the firm for
each contract they sell. For small sales, the firm could assess a flat
fee.
In effect, the brokerage firm's services are "free" to consumers who
contract with one of the companies represented. Instead, the consumer pays
M ..
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his chosen contracting company for any building improvements done. The
cost of the brokerage firm's services is actually incurred by the contractor,
but realistically, the contractor will probably pass on at least a portion
of this cost directly to the consumer.
The firm would buy aerial photographic and image-processing services.
Although the firm could maintain its own infrared equipment, it may not
be profitable to do so:, especially initially. A company performing aerial
photography would fly the designated area twice, for daytime photos and for
i
nighttime infrared thermography.
Our brokerage firm could perform computerized analysis for the home
energy audits. The company will maintain a headquarters where all technical
analyses will be carried out, and a sales force to contact contractors and
residents. Feasibly, the permanent headquarters could be located anywhere.
Customers could be scattered across the country.
Companies that slightly resemble ours exist. They aerially photograph
urban areas using infrared sensors and sell this data in various forms to
public entities (city and county governments and public utilities). The
salient distinction that Rakes our idea new is that our fine sells to the
private commercial sector (the insulating and roofing contractors) rather
than the public sector. The next subsection describes the activities of
some of these existing companies.
5 .2.2. Examples of Related Private Sector and Goverment Activities
Our contacts in local government informed us of area activities related
to our idea. In December 1918, St. Clair County, Illinois, used Community
Development funds-to support infrared sensing of the county. The
contractor for the photography, Texas Instruments Corporation
(TI), took two nights to cover the county sections. Aerial infrared
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is most effective when taken (1) during winter months when there is very
little if any snow cover at a temperature of at least 20°F or below, and
(2) during late nights to minimize effects of solar heat.
The "thermograms" (infrared photos pinpointing high heat areas)
received from TI measure 14 by 22 inches with a range of 30 to 40 homes
per print (scale: 1 inch - 400 feet). The heat loss through roofs,
some walls, and even big picture windows is shown in white on the thermo-
trams, whereas black indicates cold areas. Figure 5.1, from TI promotional
literature, illustrates an example.
St. Clair County officials took charge of analyzing and distributing
the data. Th6r advert,ized in newspapers and radio and used govermnental
outreach offices. Overall, they received between a 40-50% response from
county residents, most of whom stopped at the Home Builders Association
booth at the county fair grounds where the thermograms were being shown.
The residents enthusiastically viewed their houses and compared them to
neighbors' homes. Individuals typically spent at least 15 minutes carefully
examining the photos. County officials reported an apparent increase in
the insulating and roofing contracting business as a result although no
statistics were acquired.
Because the thermogram survey was supported entirely W public funds,
no contractors had access to the photos. The total cost to St. Clair County
amounted to approximately $30,000, charged by TI on a square mile basis.
Jim Evans at TI stated that the price varies from about $200 - 400 per
square mile, depnding on (1) the distance they must fly from their home
base in Dallas and (2) the size of the site being photographed.
TI, which handles about 90% of all infrared photographic surveys
nationally (amounting to 80%.internationally), has flown a total of
-117-
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Figure 5.1: Example Thermogram from Texas InstrUMEnts Literature.
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approximately 8000 square miles with only two small- to-medium-sized
planes. TI does not very actively market this service. They publicize
it through word of mouth, U.S. governmental publications, and letters to
energy agencies. Goverlment agencies are the dominant users -- the "small
users" that have been able to afford TI's service to pinpoint their
building improvement needs have been those companies located close to Dallas.
Another company, operating in Austin, Texas, Energy Measures Corpo-
ration (EMC), offers services similar to some we have described. An
excerpt from EMC's brochure describes their business*: 	 f
In order to conserve our energy resources we need to know where
they are being wasted.
ENERGY MEASURES CORPORATION will accurately, scientifically,
and efficiently pinpoint sources in your community of energy
wasted through heat loss. Since 1975 EMC has been launching
energy conservation programs in communities of all sizes in
both the public and private sectors. Some of our clients
have included the United States Department of Energy, Texas
Department of Community Affairs, Gulf State Utilities Corpo-
ration, the cities of Houston, Fort Worth, Garland, and others.
ENERGY MEASURES CORPORATION will offer your community the
following services:
1. Using sophisticated scientific equipment we will
conduct aerial photographic and thermal infrared
surveys in order to detect and accurately measure
heat-loss from homes and businesses in your community.
2. EMC will provide the basis for an audit of heat-
loss from every building enclosure. We will work
through your local goverment to privide each home-
owner with energy-efficiency ratings of every build-
ing visible in our multi-format aerial surveys.
3. EMC will train your community employees in all
facets of the heat-loss inventory program and we
will assist in establishing Energy Conservation
Centers where homeowners can come for detailed
advice and counsel.
*Promotional literature, Energy Measures Corporation, Austin, Texas.
.;
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As is the case with TI, however, EMC sells primarily to government.
Contractors cannot individually afford the cost of gathering the thermo-
gram data, and because they have not paid for it, they often have no
access to it, as happened in St. Clair County. Therefore, our brokerage
	
j
business, which directly serves contractors, is a unique and new idea.
5.3. DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS FOR THE INSULATING/ROOFING BROKERAGE
5.3.1. Acquiring Aerial IR Photography
As we stated earlier, this function is probably best contracted to
companies already in the business. Two examples are Daedalus Enterprises,
Inc. or Texas Instruments of Dallas. The photography requires a daytime
and nighttime pass.
5.3.2. The Role of Satellites
Satellite thermal imagery will continue to suffer from very poor
resolution for years, making it inappropriate for this application.
LANDSAT 3's thermal sensors, which could resolve 240 meters, worked only
briefly after launch, and then not well, according to Dr. Stan Fredan of
NASA. The Heat Capacity Mapping Mission has only 500m resolution. LANDSAT
0's thematic mapper may achieve 120 meter spatial resolution, and 1/2°C
temperature resolution, according to Or. V. Salmonson of NASA. This
spatial resolution might enable identification of concentrations of
industry, but it certainly will not be able to detail heat losses on indi-
vidual homes.
5.3.3. Computerized Data Analysis: Home Energy Audits
To understand what is involved in producing the home energy audit, it
is useful to review current related activities. The Department of Energy
(DOE) offers individualized energy audits through its Residential Conservation
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Service (RCS) Program. The audits involve detailed benefit/cost analysis
of energy saving measures for residential housing. Supervised and operated
by public utility professionals, this costly program depends on visual
evaluations of houses to estimate energy consumption and predict "effective"
conservation measures. At times, this procedure is supplemented with an
optional pre-audit questionnaire. Due to the limitations of visual
evaluations, RCS audits can be inaccurate.
A private canpany, Energy Conservation Consultants, Inc., occasionally
performs individualized homeowner energy audits. They use handheld
infrared equipment to pinpoint poorly-insulated parts of the house. This
method achieves greater accuracy, but cost per home must be high for this
labor-intensive scheme.
Energy Measures Corporation (EMC) is well-known for providing programs
sponsored by the governments. We propose to model the energy audit service
offered by our firm after EMC's.
The EMC technique begins by interpreting the thermal imagery to produce I
a con.outerized audit for each individual building unit. This multi-step
interpretation process involves (1) assigning corresponding street addresses
to all structures shown in the thermograms, (2) scoring the image of each
structure along three dimensions (roofs, walls, and windows), and (3) storing
the data on the Agency's computerized geographic information system (CGIS):*
1. Assigning Addresses.
The flight line is overlayed on an urban block map. Then individual
structures on each IR image can be coded to their corresponding addresses.
*EMC Training Manual for Interactive Energy Audits, EMC, Austin, Texas,
rch 1980.
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►nterpreting the Image.
"Different intensities in radiant energy, such as apparent heat loss
t
from roof and wall surfaces, appear on the photographic image as various
shades of gray," reports EMC. In other words, the various shades of gray
	
t
shown on the IR images represent varying surface temperatures. Warm
surfaces appear lighter than surfaces having lower temperatures (for a
"positive" image). The surrounding ground (out to about six feet) along 	
1
the perimeter of a structure should also be analyzed for reflected heat
loss from walls and windows. Typically lighter, triangular-shaped, "spiked"
areas signify escaping heat through windows, whereas light areas less
broadly defined indicate heat loss through walls.
Each IR slide is compared to a multi-level photographic gray scale.
Once a structural survace's gray tone (along with variations) are identified,
the structure can then be assigned to its corresponding heat loss zone.
Meteorological conditions existing during an IR flyover affect temper-
ature measurements of ground structures, so updated gray scales must be
prepared with each flight. These ground controls maintain data on prevailing
temperature, wind direction and velocity for this purpose. Flyovers typically
are run when meteorological effects are minimum (on cold, clear, windless
nights).
The firm should develop a mathematical model to analyze the energy
loss data. EMC has published an explanation of the ?algorithm they used.*
The heat loss data derived from this algorithm can be combined with the
geocoded address map of step one and stored on the firm's CGIS. Once this
*Underwood, S.A., A.G. Houston, and W.R. Hazard, "Performance Evaluation-
Estimates of Structural Heat Loss from Interpretation of Aerial Thermo-
graphy," EMC, Austin, Texas, January 1980.
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is done, the computer can print a complete audit for each household once
owner's structural data is acquired. Structural data typically includes
the number and type of windows, what the walls are made of, extent of
ground cover around the house, etc. Figure 5.2 is a sample of an EMC
energy audit produced on their Apple Computer System.
To offer verification of the brokerage firm's claim that insulation
improvements are needed, selling procedures could include a pre-analysis
developed to show a bui'.ding;'s consumption rate along with other pertinent
heat loss conditions. Such entizement can only promote sales!
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Figure 5.2: Swsle EMC Energy Audit.
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Figure 5.2: Sable EMC Energy Audit.
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5.4 THE MARKET SURVEY
5.4.1 Introduction
Insulation and roofing contractors make up the market for this firm.
We carried out a telephone survey of these contractors to validate our
idea. One of the first contractors interviewed was the President of the
Insulation Contractors Association of America and owner of a company in
St. Charles, Missouri, a St. Louis suburb. He directed us to contractors
across the nation. In a`' tweaty contracting companies were contacted
by telephone. Eighteen responded, one had no time to discuss the matter,
and one no longer existed.
We prepared a telephone survey form, reproduced on the following
pages, to guarantee that all companies interviewed would be asked the
same questions in the same order and in a similar manner in order to estab-
lish a consistent, unbiased routine. The contact was the proprietor,
President or some comparably high-ranking official.
5.4.2 Structure of the Survey
The interview began with descriptive information on the company,
including gross sales, when offered. Then Section I established the
respondent's knowledge of IR imagery to give the interviewer an indica-
tion as to how much background information need be presented. We informed
each interviewee as needed. The second question (Section II) verified
an interest in the type of information the proposed business would pro-
vide. Section III explained the business idea briefly, emphasizing that
the proposal is theoretically a brokerage or marketing service. Once the
interviewee grasped the concept, he was asked directly, "Would you be
interested in having your company represented?" If yes, we attempted to
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ROOFING/INSULATING CONTRACTORS TELEPHONE SURVEY
Company Name:
Address:	 Phone:
Services: Roofing	 Insulating	 i
Other
Size: (Annual Gross Sales)
Service Area: City	 County
Other r
I. PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE
Are you familiar with (St. Clair County) infrared heat loss survey?
	
Yes _	 No
II. INTEREST IN INFRARED
Would your company be interested in knowing which houses and other
buildings in your area need roofing/insulating repairs or improve-
ments (such as extent and type of needed improvements)?
	
Yes _	 No
III. CONSIDERATION OF ASVT/WILLINGNESS TO PAY
(a) Describe "Broker" Idea -- Contract with people who need home
improvements. (Comment: Business has increased tremendously
as a result of infrared photography — yours should too!)
(b) Would you be interested in having your company represented?
	
Yes	 No
for a percent of the
gross sales received
from a contract accepted
through the ASVT	 Yes„	 No	 How much?
for a flat fee?
	
Yes	 No	 How much?
(c) Explanation:
I 
,M
Telephone Survey	
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Kirkpatrick
Page Two
IV. MARKETING EFFORTS
(a) What advertising do you currently do?
Yellow Pages:	 Mailings:
Newspapers:	 Solicitation:
Regularly	 Telephone:	 r
Occasionally	 Door-to-door:
Magazines:	 Fairs:	 }
Radio:	 Paraphernalia-
TV:	 (pens, T-shirts; etc.)
Referrals:	 Billboards:
Other:
(b) What allotment do you make for marketing expenditures?
(c) Are you satisfied with your marketing efforts? Yes, No
Any strengths or weaknesses?
V. SALES — PER CUSTOMER BASIS
Can you possibly give me an idea what is the average range of sales
you receive per customer?
r.
Telephone Survey	
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Kirkpatrick
Page Three
VI. OPINION
Does this (ASVT) idea appeal to you?	 Yes +	 No e
Comments:
Thank you very much!
Notes:
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determine willingness to pay: on a percentage basis, flat fee, or a
combination thereof, and how much. Any explanation was noted.
Section IV concerns the contracting company's current marketing
efforts. The purpose of this question set is to obtain indications of a
company's willingness to employ advertising modes, the allotment they
designated for marketing expenditures, and their satisfaction with their
current methods. Current contractor marketing policies are the competi-
tion our firm faces.
Since the willingness to pay question (Section III, Part B) offers
a percentage option based on gross sales, we included a question (Section
V) on the amount of sales received on the average per customer.
The final question summarized the interview: "Does this business
idea appeal to you?"
5.4.3 Results of the Survey
5.4.3.1 Description of Respondents
Companies interviewed are primarily insulation contractors - only
28%* offer a combination of insulating and roofing services and one
company (6%) is solely roofing. Other services offered include windows,
siding, remodeling, fireproofing and solar installation, among other
such sundries. Their annual gross sales range from just under $100,000
through at least 16 million dollars (18% non replies) with 39% of our
sai;iple considering themselves "small", 17% "medium", and 44%
"large". Figure 5.3 displays respondent's annual gross sales.
*Percentages based on 18 total completed responses.
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Figure 5.3. Respondents' Annual Gross Sales
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Small to medium companies typically service from one to four counties.
Multi-million dollar companies service such large areas that they desig-
nate their geographical regions as "the west", "the east coast", "the
New England states". The sample includes a variety of both large and
small contracting companies experienced in both insulation and roofing
and covers the country: east to west, and north to south.
5.4.3.2 Previous Knowledge (Section I) 	 C
Eighty-four percent of the companies are familiar with the process of
using infrared aerial photography to obtain heat loss statistics of area
buildings.
5.4.3.3 Interest in Thermogram Data (Section II)
Sixteen of the eighteen companies replied that they would be
interested in knowing which buildings in their area need roofing/insulating
repairs or improvements. One of the uninterested companies "already has
plenty of business and has no need for more." The other company is a
"Home Improvement Company" and does not do "roofing jobs only."
5.4.3.4 Consideration of ASVT/Willingness to Pay
(Section III)
After hearing the description of the "broker idea," 94% of the com-
panies said they would be interested in having their company represented.
The only company unwilling to be represented was the one claiming such a
thriving business that "no marketing services are required", although the
interviewee did grant that "others might want to be represented" and as
such acknowledged the idea's potential. The Home Improvement Company
that does "some roofing but no insulating whotsoever" did express interest
in being represented insofar as the contracts they would acquire through
.'	 -132-
the Agency would include home improvement work with the roofing repair.
These two companies would not specify willingness to pay.
Of the remaining 16 companies, 15 (94X) are willing to pay a per-
,
cent of the gross sales received from contracts accepted through the
Agency, ranging from 1-2X through 20-25% with a mean of 9.71%. Figure
5.4 illustrates the response to this query. The flat fee option is
popular, too, in the form of an initial charge to the contracting com-
panies for including the company name on the lists of contractors repre-
sented. 75% of the companies are in favor of this "initiation fee"
with 42% of this subgroup willing to pay $100, 17% willing to pay less
than $100 and 8% greater than $100 (33% no replies). Apparently, this
combination is the most appealing.
The one company that opposes a percentage basis is in favur of pay-
ing a straight fee for each contract received through the brokerage. Pay-
ments would exceed $100; however, no specific dollar figure was cited
because it "depends on the size" of the contract. Only three of sixteen
(19X) re3ected the flat fee form of payment altogether.
A variety of comments and explanations enhanced this interview
segment:
- "A percentage basis is best."
- "A referral system we have previously used charged us 10%
of sales - that's a good figure."
- "This service is valuable to us only if we are offered an
	 J
exclusive commitment for our region ... a service for 	 II
which we are willing to payll"
- "I feel I am unqualified to estimate 'how much' ..."
- "This marketing service certainly can't hurt - it should
help!"
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WILLINGNESS TO PAY
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Figure 5.4. Willingness to Pay for the Brokerage Service
as A Percentage of Gross Sales
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A good suggestion that came out of the interview is the idea to
charge a minimal fee for all contracts under a giver. amount, for example
$40. for contracts under $200. All contracts exceeding this given amount
would be paid as a percentage of the gross sales.
5.4.3.5 Current Marketing Schemes (Section IV)
What advertising are these companies involved in? You name it;	 i
they do it! The Yellow Pages is the most popular with 89% of interviewees.
Surprisingly enough, most of these companies are dissatisfied with the
Yellow Pages, finding it "not effective." As a result, they have turned
to:
- newspaper advertisements (regularly: 44%, occasionally: 11%)
- radio (22%)
- television (22%)
- magazines (17%)
- mailings (17%)
- telephone solicitation (17%)
- fairs (17%)
- pens, T-shirts, etc. (17%)
- door-to-door solication (11%)
- civil organizations (e.g., Better Business Bureau, etc.) (6%)
Apparently, all of the contractors rely on referrals, although only 56t
actually specified this as an advertising mode.
Figure 5.5 illustrates annual marketing expenditures, both as a per-
centage of annual gross sales fo: the last tax year, and as a total dollar
expenditure. Percentages range from 0.024 (representing a $2400 expendi-
ture) to 10 (representing a $1.6 million expenditure); dollar figures from
2006, r
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$200 (representing 0.135 expenditure) to $1.6 million (the 105 expendi-
ture). Companies openly answered this question to the best of their
ability.
Those interviewed are on the whole satisfied with their marketing
efforts. They often experience dissatisfaction with one form of adver-
tising or another, and thus depend on several types to do the Job. Some
do claim though that they need to improve their marketing efforts and are
"always looking for something better!"
5.4.3.6 Sales - Per Customer Basis (Section V)
Average range of sales per customer varied. For those companies
involved in insulation only, their per customer sales range on an average
from $200 to about $1600 ( average approximately $700).
Those contractors doing both insulation and roofing work report an
average range of almost $400 to $7500 (average - $2500); roofing materials
cost more.
Based on these figures our brokerage firm cculd possibly expect to
receive per customer (using a 105 average "Percent of Sales Basis"):
Insulation: $20 to 160 ($70)
Insulation/Roofing: $40 to 750 ($250).
5.4.3.7 Respondents' Opinion of the Brokerage
Idea (Section VI)
The telephone survey yielded an unamimous opinion: the proposed
Agency appeals to all company representatives interviewed. Comments
include:
-137
- "When w111 It be aVallableT"
- "It should be successful. Fall is the best season."
- "The success of this idea will depend on the public."
- "People are more energy conscious now than ever before - they
should give business a boost."
- "Be careful when approaching the public - don't pressure!"
- "Good potential; we definitely would consider it.
- "We're always interested in getting more business."
- "Anything that means more money."
- "I'm not real excited about it, but I'd try it."
- "Need more information ..."
- It's workable. You need to try it out.
- It could be successful.
- The cost might be a limiting fact-)r ...
- Are there regional limitations?
- "Sounds good to me!!"
- It would benefit in the long run.
- "It's a viable selling tool - a good idea!!"
The most noteworthy response came from a holding company, the Gulf
Atlantic Corporation of Alabama. This company owns many insulation firms
and a company called Energy Conservation Management, Inc., an energy
conservation consulting firm (see literature in Appendix D). NASA may
want contact with this company as a serious candidate for experimentally
opers; ing this ASYT; they are very interested in carrying it through.
I
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5.5 FINANCES
This financial analysis cites basic costs and income sources. Re-
sources did not permit carrying out a full profitability analysis.
5.5.1 Costs
According to suppliers, the cost for the aerial thermography is about
$250./mi 2 . Assuming an average 50 mi 2 survey area, total data cost is
$12,500. (Note: buying an IR scanner costs about $280,000. Plane
rental is $200. to $300. per night. Pilot and other staff may cost
$900./survey. A small brokerage business will prefer to contract for
the data).
Filre processing costs add to those from data gathering. EMC quotes
$Z./print or $1./slide. This cost is about $5. to $1./mi 2 for slides of
sufficient quality to identify customers. Printed blowups of Individual
dwellings cost about $2./customer.
We assume initially that the firm's staff can be small: an analyst
to interpret thermograms and an administrative/sales person. Secretarial
and computer programming help might be contracted. Thus total salaries
might be in the $40,000 - $60,000 per year range initially. An Apple
computer for energy audits may cost $5,000; programming an additional
$5,000.
Small office facilities, 500 sq. ft. or, so may suffice. Rental may
cost about $3,000./yr. Miscellaneous office equipment may add another
$5,000. in initial investment.
Assume for calculation's sake that the business forms for one year
solely for the purpose of surveying one town the size of St. Joseph, M0.
J
and selling its brokerage service. This municipality has about 28,000
households and covers less than 50 mi l . Then cost totals for forming
the business carrying out the survey, buying and programming the computer,
and selling the brokerage's services could be:
Salaries $60,000.
Data $12,500.
Film Processing $	 350.	 + $2/customer
Computer $ 5,000.
Programming $ 5,000.
Office $ 3,000
Office Equip. &
Miscellaneous $ 5,000.
TOTAL $90,350.	 + $2/customer
5.5.2 Income
Initial income comes from the $100. (see Section 5.4) initiation
fee from represented contractors. If fifteen companies sign up, pro-
ceeds from the fee are $1500.
The market survey determined that the income received per customer
may average about $70 for basic insulation contracts and $250 for more
t
involved insulation roofing contracts. Based on the statistics of EMC`s
program initiated in St. Joseph, Missouri in February, 1980, nearly half
of the households in an urban area respond to the availability of the
IR energy audits. Of that estimated half, approximately 72% of these
respondents resolve to carry out a weatherization project in accordance
with the recommendations of the Agency's energy audit.* Thus, 36% of
i
*"Background Data," EMC Corp., Austin, Texas, May 30, 1980.
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households may do some weatherization. If half of this number weatherize
in the first year, our customer base is 18%. In St. Joseph, MO. with
28000 households, total return realized equals (28000 x 18%) @ $70 ea.
$352,800.
A percentage of those contracts may involve major roofing repairs,
yielding an average return of $250 for the brokerage. For the purposes
of this report, let us assume that 10% of all contracts will realize a
$250 average return - the remaining 90% realize the $70 average return.
Hence, an estimated total return from standard contracts for an area of
2800 units is:
10% of (28000 x 18%) @ $250 = $126,000
90% of (28000 x 18%) @ 70 = $317,520
$443,520
5.5.3 Potential Revenue - Conclusions
Comparing this estimated revenue to costs of $90,350. + $2/customer
or about $100,000 shows the potential fot • profit in the first year of
operation for our firm. Of course, both cost and income estimates may be
inaccurate. For this reason we recommend that a detailed, multi-year
financial analysis like that of Chapter 3 be done for this business idea.
If results appear as promising as for this quick analysis, we recommend
I
that the insulation/roofing brokerage idea be pursued in a NASA ASVT.
6. CONSUMER INFORNATION SERVICES
6.1 INTRODUCTION
This project's progress report (June 15, 1980) outlines numerous
ideas for consumer information services based on LANDSAT. CGIS, or the
two technologies combined. Two ideas found to be commercially most
promising are:
1. An expanded housebuyer's and realtor's information service.
2. A travel information service.
In addition, the TV food price forecast idea, a consumer service,
appears in the previous ^.hapter.
This section briefly describes the two ideas listed. Time con-
straints limited us to investigating only the first in detail. The
rest of the chapter describes that investigation.
6.1.1 Ex anded Homebu er's Information Service
(Brief ntro uct on
Currently, home shoppers are provided only with broad geographic
information and house-specific information about neighborhoods they are
considering. Additional information about neighborhood demographics
and the area's essential services is not usually readily available.
i
CGIS's producing data in two possible formats are proposed to provide
this expanded information service to real estate sellers and buyers.
This idea makes little use of LANDSAT in its present form. We
include it nevertheless as one of the "extra" ideas beyond the three
our contract requires because a commercially viable, CGIS-based busi-
ness will, in seeking to grow, naturally consider expanding into supply-
ing LANDSAT-based services. A business operating an up-to-date,
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computerized demographic/geographic data base in a municipality will
have the resources and the technical expertise needed to expand into
LANDSAT use.
	 i
6.1.2 Travel Information Service
(Brief Introduction)
Although the travel service was not developed because of time con-
straints, it has potential as a commercial venture. The business would
develop and market geographic information systems to optimize travel
arrangements by comparing various commercial carriers and private auto
	 !
transportation. This comparison is often difficult to make, so the
service should be viable.
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6.2 HOMEBUYER AND REALTOR INFORMATION SERVICE
6.2.1 Design of the Service
In searching for a new home, whether to buy or rent, it generally is
not easy to find information about one's potential future neighborhood
or about the available services close to the neighborhood. When a
shopper is considering four or five different homes it is impractical and
often impossible, given the usual time constraints, to-conduct a personal
investigation of each neighborhood. Because the investment involved in
buying a house is often the largest in a person's life and because it
affects years of family life, buying a home without more complete infor-
mation involves considerable risk. This information is not available from
the current multiple listing service as can be seen in the following
illustrations, Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2.
Our goal was to develop a more informed basis from which a home-
shopper could make a decision about a house. Summarizing and making
available information such as the presence of children in specific age
brackets or the average age in a neighborhood would help provide this
informed basis for decision. Information such as this is available but
is not organized by neighborhood nor is it readily available to shoppers.
In the following sections we first establish and define the areas
of information available and needed by realtors and home buyers and then
propose ways to meet those needs. The two formats we have developed to
provide easy access to this information are an expansion of current real
estate agency-based services and an annual publication service.
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6.2.2 Existing Information Sources
We hypothesized that expanding the information services a real
estate agency could provide would help the homebuyer and make the
agency's job easier. Surveys and interviews of realtors revealed that
additional information is needed in two categories. The first is the
need for more information on the demographic characteristics of the
neighborhoods. A neighborhood is generally considered to be the area
within a one mile radius of a home. Information on the vital services
of an area is the second request. Information on vital services within
two miles of a house was found to be important to home buyers.
In selecting the information to include we chose data th,t could not
be readily obtained elsewhere, that would be objective, would not antag-
onize anyone, and would not serve to hurt a neighborhood. All the data
is commercially available but has never been compiled for realtors before.
The demographic data is available from the U.S. Dept. of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census. To facilitate handling of the data we propose the
purchasing of summary report packages from firms that specialize in
demographic statistics. The firm we found to provide the information at
the lowest price was National Decision Systems of San Diego, California.
To provide computer compatible tapes (CCT) for St. Louis would cost
$1,000. Their prices are computed for our specific summary package of
information as follows:
Cities with populations between	 Cost
50,000 and 5,000,000	 $ 600
500,000 and 1,000,000 	 $ 900
1 million and 2 million	 $1000
2 million and 5 million	 $1500
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Figure 6.3 is a summary report of the information package we requested.
More detailed information from this source appears in Appendix B.
Data on vital services is available in St. Louis from the Univer-
sity Business Development Center (UBDC) at the University of Missouri in
St. Louis. The UBDC is a consortium of the U.S. Small Business Adminis-
tration, Dunn and Bradstreet, and the University of Missouri. They
categorize all small businesses by type and location. Since "small
business" includes firms with up to $7 million in gross sales, almost
all stores and commercial services in a neighborhood are listed. This
makes it possible to list businesses such as food stores, medical offices,
and recreational facilities for any zip code region, which is approximately
a two mile radius. The cost of our zip code-specific data on computer
compatible tape would be about $700 for St. Louis. Figure 6.4 is a
sample of the request form for such information.
6.2.3 Surve s of Realtors' and Customers'
Information  ee s
A preliminary survey of fifteen St. Louis real estate agencies
helped establish the needed information categories. This revealed an
increasing interest in investment-related information by shoppers. It
also showed a strong interest in information about the living environment
around a house.
From this information the second-survey was developed. A sample
questionnaire is found on the following pages. This was sent to 90 real
estate agencies, about 25% of the agencies in St. Louis. 21% of the
surveys were returned.
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OF POOR ouimY
{	 P O P	 F A C T S
A B C	 C.. O M P A N Y
WF.STHEIMER
(t!
PIIAI, AND NEST LOOP 610
HnUSTON9 TEXAS
PREPARFD BY NATIONAL. I1FfISIO14 aYSTENSI	 714 . 235-0930 6/ 3/80
-----. ---------------•-----------------_-------
1.0 MILE
_-_--°---_----
3.0 MILE
-----------
5.0 MILE
DESCRIPTION
------------------------------------------------------------------------
RADIUS RADIUS RADIUS
PnPULATION
1 980 8581 173702 430118
1 4 70 6608 116738 339315
1960 4154 81460 251388
GROWTH 70-80 29.862 48.802 26.762
ETHNIC GROUP
WHITE 92.252 90.102 84.342
BLACK 0.94% 1.442 60212
SPANISH AMERICAN 6.132 7.66% 8.53X
O f11ER 0.68% 00812 0092%
SEX DISTRIBUTION
MALE 45.912 46.702 470612
FEMALE 54.09% 53.30% 52.39X
HOUSEHOLDS 4061 73423 164756
nWNFR 27.53X 36.182 410982
RENTER 72.47% 63.82% 58.02%
PERSONS/HOUSEHOLD 2.11 2.34 2.58
OCCUPIED UNITS 4061 73423 164756
S!NOLE 33.612 45.77% 52.582
MULTIPLF 65.94% 54.01% 46.59%
MOBILE HOME 0.45% 0.23% 0.832
S/M RATIO 0.51 0.85 1013
AVERAGE AOE 36.33 34.08 32.72
MEDIAN AOF 31.97 29037 28.76
1980 FAMILY INCOMES
$;4.000 OR MORE 23491% 20.73% 20.31%
*35.000
	
$499999 14.05% 16.832 16.682
$25 . 000 - $349909 15.20% 20.22% 19.612
$159000 - {249999 24.462 21.29% 19.95%
$795OU - 6149999 12.74% 12.76% 14.292
LESS THAN $7.500 9.63% 8.17% 9.172
1969 AVERAf+E INCOME $18644 $153IR $13390
1990 AVERAGE INCOME $33009 $32927 $31601
196^ MEDIAN INCOME $15108 013012 411706
1980 MEDIAN INCOME $27187 $28996 $28975
SITE REFEREIN:E DATA
!RITE	 0 1
owi zONTAL LOCATION 30.8
VERTICAL LOCATION 529.1
Figure 6.3. Example Summary Information from a Firm
Specializing in Demographic Statistics
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REa^sr I&AI
JOB ttMUKsrsn as:
CLIENT NAM:
BDS KISS MANX:
ADDRESS:
CLnff NUMIL.
u"MWp Of wwem.i.Bt. Laik
SOD1 PI 1-1 1000 Poo
IL LOW& b nwm =121
Ta%*mw: 13141ibam
mn:
STAM ZIP_
I. 'TYPE Of OUTM UQUSTED (check) 	 71=4004
LAIM ( aAA of _ 53UM
.a.	 VALIABLiS NEED D (chock):
Duss Nuwbos Principal Officer A Title r Minor SIC
County Code Business Description  Secondary None
Business None Year Started saadgusrters State
Street Address	 ! D i B Credit Retina ! headquarters City
City Some  Sales (000)  Status Indicator
State Abbreviation 9"Loyees Subsidiary Indicator
Zip Code  Total ZopLoyses ! Manufacturing Indicatoc
_ Phone	 _ Major SIC _ Transaction data
III. TYPE or 5USINESS /D11w=T on WRICZ TNPORNATZON is NEEDED:
IT SIC 00093 ARE AVAIL,LL PLWE SPLCM:
IV. NAIU= ABTA IN QRICR WORMATM IS MM. SPECIT! ZIP Coots, Cam= CODLS OE,
IZ ONAVAILASLS. GENIMAL ARLA:
oT= IItI0ammoN DIsim:
CONSULTANT NAMt:
	
MOORS WORKED:	 DATE COMPLCTZD:
Figure E.4. Example of a Vital Services Information
Request Form
VERY	 NOT
IMPORTANT	 IMPORTANT
1
cc
-1 50-
--- HOUSING INFORMATION SURVEY ---
The following information is currently available, we are attempting
to determine which items are the most important to home buyers. Please
grade each information request on a scale of one to five as to the
level of importance your client would place on having these additional
facts while shopping for a property. Check appropriate areas.
5
Information available for*the
INDIVIDAUL NEIGHBORHOOD
of-listed-house.--Number-of...
single family homes ` average price
condominiums & average price
townhouses i average price
rental units
houses sold per year
people carpooling
churches 6 synagoges
housing code restrictions
average size of area house lots
mean & medium age or homeowners
mean i medium age of children
mean fr medium income of neighbors
amount of children per household
ether
Information available for a
TWO MILE RADIUS
of listed house. Number -of--...
shopping centers
food stores
restaurants
fast-food restaurants
gas & service stations
medical offices
veterinary hospitals
emergency rooms & hospitals
mass transit connections
accesses to highways
community services (libraries, et- )
(page one of three)
-rs1-
r
Information available for a
TWO MILE RADIUS
Qf W11A hou3!__ IVumD^r of_:_
outdoor roc facilities - public
- private
indoor roe facilities - public
- private
of tax base supported by area
property taxes
unemployment rate
other
would you be interested in
projected growth figures on:
a] future population
b] expected commercial growth
c] other
VERY	 NOT
IMPORTMIT	 IMPORTANT
w7	 4	 i	 4	 •
1] Are you satisfied with the quality and quantity of information you
currently have available for clients?
very
	
/ 	 / /	 / 	 / notsatisfied	 - -3- ^- -7-- - .-T--r- -T- -I- -T- satisfied
21 Do clients ever have trouble choosing between housgs because of their
lack of-information about each property?
not /,^/ / /_/ Yerytroubled -^ ^- ^- -^ ^-	 4	 ^" 1	 troubled
31 In comparison to the costs of your offices' current information
services ( ie, Multi-List 6 etc). would the information that you
valued from the proceeding pages be worth paying extra for?dyes _no.
If yes. 0 - 109 more. 11-25% more_, 26-SO% more,_,. 76-1CO% more_
a] Do you feel the home shopper should pay for th.'. ,& additional
Information? _yes _no.
S] Do you feel that -his data will give your firm a competitive advantage?
---Yes
Explain......
(page two of three)
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bl what information *.f:.t you markcd as important could possibly antagonize
residents of a pa:.acular aria?
71 would you expect that this system could help attract more customers to
your office? _Yes _no	 f
If yes, about how m&ny per month?
i
e] Do you :eel that this system would attract new speculators anVor
investors into the housing market or into your office (now that
they can evaluate property in areas previously unknown to them)?
--Yes no
If yes, about how many per month?
9) Briefly list some of your general comreents about the survey and the,
proposed expanded data bass on your business.
lo] Does your office use a computerized listing service now? eyes —no.
Which service?
11] Approxiamtely how many houses (prcjerties) does your office sell in
. an average month?
121 How many agents operatsout of your office (both full time and psv*-#imeJ?
Thank you for your cooperation and time.
(page three of three)
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6.2 4 Interpretation of Survey Results
6.2.4.1 Information Needs
The survey showed that 46% of agents would pay extra for additional
data. The survey listed information feasible to provide and asked them
to grade "the level of importance your client would place on having
these additional facts while shopping for a property." The full survey
response is detailed in Appendix B. The text to follow summarizes it.
The survey's first category -- additional information available for
the individual neighborhood within a 1 mile radius of the listed
house -- the following items were chosen by the majority as important:
single family homes and average price
condominiums and average price
townhouses and average price
rental units
churches and synagogues
average size of area house lot
mean and median age of homeowners
mean and median age of children
mean and median income of neighbors
number of children per household
6.2.4.2 Information on the Neighborhood
Of the thirty-one additional facts feasible to provide, a majority
of the agents chose twenty-five items to be added to their existing data
base. Each item was graded on a scale of one to five, with five the
highest. If any item averaged three or better it was included. No
"other" responses were reported.
Shoppers try to select a neighborhood in which the other families
are similar to theirs with children the same age. They are also concerned
with how a particular house compares with the others. If a house is
larger and more expensive than the rest, there is the concern that it
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will not resell for as much because of the tendancy of the neighborhood
price range to draw prices toward a neighborhood mean.
Homebuyers are also becoming aware of the impact the number of
rental units nearby has on the value of a house, so many people wanted
to know how many rental units were in a neighborhood. A similar concern
was expressed for the impact of townhouses and condominiums on property
values.
6.2.4.3 Information on the Zip Code Region
The survey's second category of additional data needed concerns the
presence of vital services and facilities within a two mile radius --
about one zip code region -- of the listed house. Items chosen here as
important are as follows:
shopping centers
food stores
restaurants
medical offices
emergency rooms and hospitals
mass transit connections j
access to highways
community services (libraries, etc.)
outdoor recreational facilities - public
outdoor recreational facilities - private
indoor recreational facilities - public
indoor recreational facilities - private
percent of tax base support by area
property taxes
future population
expected commercial growth.
This second area of information illustrates the same concerns as
the first for security and comfort. While homeowners want to know about
convenient food stores, medical offices, and highways, they also want
to know about how large it will or will not grow. If the tax base is
very heavily supported by property taxes, then more growth of the are?
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government will translate out to the homeowner in higher property taxes.
High taxes in an area can keep a lot of home buyers out as well as
drain ones' income.
6.2.4.4' Willingness to Pay
With the establishment of the additional information needs it is
also necessary to determine how m m.ich demand for providing that informa-
tion there is and at what price. The survey revealed that on a scale of
one to ten the average response was 6.6 (with ten the most satisfaction),
to the question "are you satisfied with the quality and quantity of
information you currently have available for clients." Typically, real-
tors want more and better data. Forty-six percent will pay more for
this data. Almost 40% of all agents felt that the addition of this infor-
mation would attract more customers to their office (question #7). In
addition, when asked if this information were added to what you now have
"would you attract more speculators and/or investors into the housing
market," 50% responded positively.
In order for any office to pick up an added expense there has to be
some reward. Realtors felt that if they had this information for each
property they could attract more investors into the housing market or
into their office now that the investor can evaluate property in areas
previously unknown to them. Since the average office commission on a
sale is 3% and the average house in St. Louis sells for $73,000, one
additional sale per month would mean additional commissions averaging
$2,190 per month or $26,280 per year.
Offices that already have a computer system pay about $200 per month
`or all their data. This includes multi-list books and one of the two
••i
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interactive computer system on the market. 37.5% of the respondents
use these systems now, and competition should cause this number to grow.
0; the offices with computer systems 33% would pay $20 per month for the
new system. For offices that do not have computers, their monthly
information charge is about $30. Of these offices, 53% would pay for
the new system and would pay between $3 and $10 per month. From these
figures we can determine a marketable price for the new system that will
attract almost half of the 400 real estate offices in St. Louis.
6.2.5 Service Design #1: Ex anded A gency Based
n ormat on Service Design Based on
Survey Data
The real estate data expansion program can be approached from two
different routes. The first idea is to add the new data to the existing
data bases which realtors now use. For St. Louis there are two competi- 	
i
tive -- but relatively equal -- interactive computer systems for home
listings.
The example in Figure 6.2 is a program from the McGraw-Hill Multi-
List System. The system rents to real estate offices for $170 per month
	
f
and allows a shopper to search for a house using as many as thirty con-
straints; such as number of rooms, price, location, etc. Currently about
i
37% of all area offices have one.of the two systems on the market. Demo-
graphic and information on vital services could be added to either
system as an additional interactive part. Although a new independent
company could provide this service, it would also fit in well as an addi-
tion to the information system of a company such as McGraw-Hill.
The estimated costs for such a service appears in Table 6.1
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Table 6.1 Costs of Expanded Real Estate
Agency Information Service
Data Costs:
National Decision Systems
University Business Development Center -
University of Missouri
Miscellaneous
$1,000.
$ 700.
$ 300.
$2,000
Set Up Costs (First Year)
	
5,000
TOTAL
	
$7,000
Number of Subscribing Offices 	 _ 200
$ 35 per year
12 months
$	 3	 per month
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6.2.6 Service Design #2: Real Estate Publication
A second alternative would be to provide a magazine, printed yearly,
containing all the neighborhood data and sold on newstands. The advan-
tages of this system are that a home shopper could screen neighborhoods
in advance of a trip across town. It would also be available to renters
who are looking for a new dwelling. Existing real estate information firms
could offer this magazine as a new service.
A sample page of a possible format for the magazine is in Figure 6.5.
The sample page does not include possibly controversial information
about local schools, such as racial mix or average test scores. Addresses
of the schools in the area (both public and private) could be provided
with the names and phone numbers of school personnel who could provide
more detailed information to prospective home buyers.
Our study of costs suggests that the reatil cost of the magazine
should be about $4.00. These figures are based on:
Data processing costs
Printing (100 pages)
Typesetting
Paste-Up
Administration
Marketing
2,0001
8,0002
350
7rJ
5,000
X03
Ji ,'	 ,,
10 000 issues
per copy
x 35% profit
$f.W wholesale price
$4.00 newstand price
lAll prices are based on actual bids by national firms, in the summer of 1480.
2Printing costs set on 10,000 copies. 7,000 copies would cost $6,300 and
5,000 copies would cost $5,000.
3Local firms such as ARA Periodical Service said they would distribute such
a magazine to the 1,100 stores they service for a 50% discount (i.e., a
wholesale cost of $2.00 per copy).
P K 0, GE i"
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Location: #26 an water grid	 TWO MILE RADIUS(inside cover)
EcLa: University City	 Shopping Centers: 3
County* St. Louis	 Food Stores: 10
School District: University city	 Restaurants: 25
Square !tiles: 2.8
1970 Population- 750
1980 Population: 790
.1990 Projected Population: 800
# of Single Family Roma: 175
# of Condominiums: 20
# of Rentals: 30
Houses Sold Per Year: 14
Churches: 2
Mean Ain of Homeovner: 40
Average Age of Children- 12*
# of Children Per Household: 2
Property Tazes:
Unemployment:
Test 
Food: 10
Gas Stations: 19
Medical Offices: 45
Veto: 3
Hospitals: 5
Mass Transit Connections: 7
Access to Highway: 3
Community Services: 5
Outdoor Recreation (Private):
Outdoor Recreation (Public):
Indoor Recreation (Private):
Indoor Recreation -(Public):
Z of Tax Base Supported by
Figure 6.5. Example of Proposed Realty Magazine Format
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We chose a 10,000 first printing to save on costs. We also feel
we can sell this quantity since there are 8,000 home sales per year and
about 20,000 apartment rentals. If the magazine sells to 35% of the
people moving each year we would sell all 10,000 copies for a new pro-
fit (before taxes) of $4,600, or a 30% return on investment.
Another possible way to finance the magazine would be to sell adver-
tising space. A natural advertiser would be real estate offices, but
the range of other companies that would be attracted to this magazine is
quite extensive. As renters would also be interested in this publication,
apartment complexes would be potential advertisers. Shopping centers,
convenience stores and restaurants are other examples of possible adver-
tisers. The ability to sell ad space in this publication would provide
the firm with the option of lowering the price -- or even making it
free -- or using the additional revenue to enhance the data base.
6.2.7 Real Estate Information Service:
Summary and one us ons
St. Louis real estate offices were the respondents to our survey,
but the information needs they cite accurately represent those of new
homebuyers or renters, we believe. Half of the respondents said they
would pay for the new data before we were able to specify a price. The
$3/month or $4/magazine prices are so low that we expect better penetra-
tion.
Even with a penetration of only 35% of homebuyers and renters, the
realty magazine offers a 30% return on investment. The information ser-
vice for realtors, which costs about $3/month to provide, can garner up
to $20/month per customer. Thus both the computerized multi-list data
expansion program and the magazine are commercially feasible.
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Future market surveys should question home shoppers and home owners.
We surveyed only realtors because we felt they would have a good idea of
what home shoppers would want and whether they are satisfied with the
informationthey now received, but we still feel a survey of the "man-on-
the-street" would be valuable. Such a survey could determine willing-
ness to pay and whether customers would prefer a magazine to getting
data from a realtor's computer system.
Finally, it is important to note that no new market will have to be
created. Our proposals simply expand the information available to an
existing market.
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APPENDIX A
Supporting Information for the Site
Evaluation Study
This appendix contains detailed response data received from the site
evaluation survey. These results provided the basis for the site evalua-
tion service described in Chapter 3.
	
Figure A.1 is a copy of a completed survey questionnaire. A tally	 t
	of all 38 received responses, broken down by question, appears in Table 	
i
A.1. A key to interpreting the abbreviations used in Table A.1 follows.
Table A.2 presents statistics computed from the total collection of
responses. These figures, however, averaged out the difYerent viewpoints
and priorities of the responding companies. Variences in the statistics
occur especially among categories of firms, for example, machinery pro-
ducers vs. crop transporters. Table A.3 highlights the differing view-
points evident in responses to question 6 (What information do you con-
Sider to be the most important in evaluating a new facility site?).
Two survey questions, five and six, solicited additional comments
from the respondents. Tables A.4 and A.5 reproduce these comments.
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Co. #16
	
Response received	 7-25-80
Agri Business Site Evaluation Services Questionnaire
1. What activity area(s) best characterize your company?
seed production or supply.
crop production.
chemical production or supply.(riv L-1 Z.0 rt3
machinery production or supply.
crop storage.
crop transportation.
crop buying or trading.
crop insurance or finance:
food processing.
processed food distribution.
2. Please indicate your company's gross revenues (sales) last year
by checking the appropriate range: (all figures in thousands)
q less than or equal to $1,000
q greater than
	 1,000 but less than or equal to $ 100,000
® greater than
	 100,000 but less than or equal to $ 500,000
q 	 l
greater than	 500,000 but less than or equal to $1,000,040
q greater than	 11000,000
Figure A.1. Copy of A Completed Site Evaluation	 3
Survey Questionnaire
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3A. Does your company employ outside services for site evaluation
(location assessment)?
q Yes	 ® No
I
	
I
If yes, please : $ amount
	
If no, do you perform
of services purchAsed:
	
site evaluations in-house?
® Yes
	 q No
1
If yes, x what t of staff time
spent in planning is spent on
nod` ^^^^^ t	 site evaluation?
•`1c3 ^1t^	 dl,wr es ^ir i ^r.s. Visr•seQ^x^S„ 
^.lSS Try AN i 0^^
B. Do you employ or do you purchase services that employ remote sensing
data (aircraft or satellite photography) insite evaluation?
q Yes
	 2 No
4A. Are you currently satisfied with the information content of site
evaluation work done by and/or for your company?
Please place check at appropriate level of satisfaction:
/ 10 ^^^ 6 ^ 4 ^ 2 1
Very	 Not
•	 satisfied	 satisfied
at all
41
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B. Has your opinion on the value of site evaluations changed over time?
q Yes
	 No
1
If yes, please indicate the direction and strength of your change
in opinion below:
direction of change:
q toward becoming	 q toward becoming
I
more valuable	
I 
less valuable
strength of change:
Very
strong	 slight	 r
S. What are the strengths or weaknesses of site evaluation work done
currently? (e.g. accuracy or lack of, proper criteria or lack of,
information on local agricultural, economic, and competitor trends
or lack of, conciseness and clarity of format in presentation of
conclusions or lack of, etc.)
Strengths:
'.^ it' t : 6 t0u1^
`7^ J E l^ ^ 1 ti ' {aM -L i ^t
Cc+sT C4•ej,v .A-
Weaknesses•
SI^ ^^► ^' i 11i O S	 1'Zt 0, r-1
( ^ 1 TFIJ^^c^ ^u
(^l 'v-1—e^ ^►,. t t Y ^ w^ rl }^-L Nun ..
L)kJA3uJ CW No Q,^3
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6. What information do you consider to be the most import2:it in
evaluating a new facility site? Please indicate relative
importance on the scale beside each type of information:
very	 o' no
important
	 consequence
1) Raw materials costs as they
	
/ X	
_^
are affected by locattgn:
	 4	 3	 2	 1
2) In-plant handling, processing
and storage costs as they are
affected by location:
3) Historical raw material
production figures by county
as provided by U.S.D.A.:
4) All distribution costs as
affected by location:
5) Clarity of format in
presentation of results of
location assessment to
management.
6) Attention to existing patterns of
competition in area:
a; for procurement of
raw materials:
b) for sales distribution
of final product:
7) Attention to area's potential
for producing other crops than
those currently grown:
/ 5	 4 / 3	 2 	 1
/ 5 / 4 /_2 1
5	 4	 3	 2	 1
/
5	 4	 3	 2	 1
/ 5	 4 	 3
8) Ability to produce accurate and
unbiased information as to field
location, acreage, and type of
crop unaffected by political
boundaries.
	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
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very
	
of no
important
	
consequence
9) A statistical and/or graphic
representation of agriculturally-
related trends over time in the
area (i.e., crop patterns,
density of crop types or homo-
geneity of crop types,-rate of
urbanization, etc.):
10) Other - please specify:
W ATC A	 NSpuV-+*ft C14 .
-51TU K p G,- i- A N'L i 4 G
jx r 19-0. ►i i	 TR A W -^-o rk
11) Other - please specify:
12) Other - please specify:
5 / 4 	3 	 2
1 5	 4 / 3 / 2	 1
/5 
	
4 
—T— 2 /
I II
f ^
%
III IV
county_
county
lines
h^
competitor g
0-0^
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7)	 A Hypothetical New System for Location Assessment in Agribusiness
Remote sensing by LANDSAT can provide information about the Earth's
surface relating to field location, crop ape, and acreage. It is
unbiased in that it is not limited to data by a political division such
as a county and thus may more precisely delineate the producing area
for a partic: • ar crop across various county lines. For example, data
as provided by the USDA by county mi.,; be presented as follows:
County	 Corn Production
	
I	 xx bushels
	
II	 xx bushels
	
III	 xx bushels
	
IV	 xx bushels
In contrast, using LANDSAT imagery with a political map overlay, the
i
following presentation may be provided which would seem to substantially
increase the significance of the above data:
competitor A -^
	
site under consideration
1 47
`.. c_^ producing	 rril road
-110- I
i
Would it not make a difference to a planner considering building a
facility serving the corn growers of the area if the corn producing
fields were scattered over the four counties - thus substantially
increasing the likelihood that business would be lost to competitors
A and B - or if the producin .9 area were concentrated around the area
convenient to the intersection - thus minimizing the likely effect
of competitors A and B? The USDA information cannot address this
problem by itself.
Through use of the additional input described above, this system
could do the following:
1) assess any current facility location relative to the current crop
patterns and related trends over time in the area to a) foresee potential
obsolescence before it is reflected on the bottom line, b) foresee
future capacity requirement increases vs present constraints at the
location, or c) help uncover the reason behind a particular facility's
decline in profits and its potential for conversion to another profit-
optimizing use. 2) The new system could analyze an area for the
optimal location of a new facility - even one for which the raw
material pr-sduction does not yet exist in the area - by processing such
data as the suitability of the area by soil type, slope, and climatology
along with previously mentioned data related to current land use and
planting trends and any other information of interest in the specific
case.
Please assume further that this system would be provided and/or
supported by highly skilled specialists in your area of interest (i.e.,
grain storage, farm equipment, food processing, etc.) and could
i
i
i
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provide supporting documentation for the related decision analysis
parameters in an easy to understand format:
A) Would you expect this system to be better overall than your
current location assessment system or service?
Please check appropriate degree:
much
better /	 /	 /	 /	 /	 / /	 /1 	 / same as
than	 10	 9	 8	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1	 current
current
6) Would you expect to pay more or the same amount for this system
as compared to your present costs for location assessment?
much / X // 1_ 
/ - 
j same
more TO —T- 8 —7— 6 T —4 3	 1 amount
C) If a system such as this could provide you with better information
than you now use, how much more, if any, would you be grilling to pay than
your current costs for location assessment?
5-10%at 	 50-90	 0 0%
	
10-19% 	 1-4%	 same
100% more more	 more	 more	 more	 more
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KEY TO DATA
sdpr - Seed production - the constant development of new high yield,
disease and pest resistant strains of crop varieties is vital
in keeping the American farm enormously productive.
crpr	 _Croce^ Rroduction - those companies (usually cooperatives which
include farmer-owners) that engage in the actual growing of
agricultural products. These companies are usually also involved
in crop storage or other crop-production related activity.
Mcpr	 Machinery production - the production of farm implements of any
kind — tractors, combines, etc.
CRST - Crop Storage - the storage of crops after harvest but before
distribution  for final processing. Grain elevators are examples.
crtr - Crop transportation - the transportation of the unprocessed or
processed agricultural product from any one point to another.
crbt - Croy buying or trading. These services are usually performed in
conjunction with crop storage and/or transportation services --
often for export. Approximately one third of U.S. agricultural
production is exported.
crif - Crop insurance or finance - this area which would include govern-
ment agencies as weTT as private insurance brokers insuring
against disastrous crops or financing any agribusiness project
produced only one respondent in the survey and results in this
area are ignored.
fdps - Food processing - the processing of the raw materials from farm
production i.e., corn, wheat) into retail goods such as cereals,
bread, yogurt, etc.
fdds - Food distribution - the distribution of the processed food to
the retailer's shelf. The large grocery store chains are good
examples of food distributers.
Reading the General Table of Responses
- In columns where only. 0 or 1 are present, such as in Specialty
Area responses, a 11 0" is a negative response and a 11 1 " is a
positive response. This also applies to three A, three A prime:
"Do you perform site evaluations in house" and four B.
- For questions with scales of one-ten or one-five, the responses
were taken from the box marked. Examples are four A, four B
prime: "streNigth of change", and all answers the questions
6(1) - 5 (9) and 7 ;a) and (b).
- For question 7 (c), the "same" response was given a "0" and
"at least 100% more" was given a 1171'.
.___,a
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Table A.1: Tilly of Survey Responses
;11
c
Specialty Area E
Qj
EI E
Ls 	 key to data)
o
"
L
a
n -- --	 A d
Respondent	 L	 L	 L	 .,	 .,	 w	 n
^►-
o
<
G7
a
v ¢
CO m
_e
c^,	 M	 y	 u^	 ^c
'D
r^ m rn c c c
_LwI
Assigned
I UI I U I I nI	 I I I I I I I I I > >dCo.	 N L
I	
U
t y
E
L
V
L
U
L L
V
d
r N
t
I H
LH C C C N N N N N N N N N I N N 6!N I N
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 0 1 9 1 8 5 5 1 5 5 3 4 3 5 2 2 9 1
3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 4 3 4 3 5 6 7 1
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 10 0 3 5 1 5 3 5 5 2 2 3 4 '3 3
5 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 7 1 9 5 5 3 4 4 4 5 2 4 5 6 4 4
6 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 5 0 110 0 5 5 4 5 5 5 3 4 3 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 5 0 110 0
9 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 9 1 5 4 2 1 4 1 2 4 2 4 2 2 2
10 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 3 0 1 6 1 7 5 3 3 5 2 5 4 2 2 2 8 7 5
11 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 110 5 0 1 7 0 4 4 2 4 2 4 3 4 3 4 3 1 3
12 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0' 0 2 0 1 8 1 5 2 3 1 4 " 2 5 5 3 3 5 6 5
13 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 110 0 5 4 4 5 3 3 3 1 3 510 7 4
14 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 7 0 4 4 2 4 2 4 5 4 3 3 7 5 4
15 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 0 1 8 0 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 5 3 3
16 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 010 3 0 1 7 0 5 5 0 5 3 3 5 0 3 3 510 5
17 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 110 0 3 3 1 3 3 3 5 5 5 4 1 1
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
19 I	 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 1 1
2'^ 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 8 1 6 4 1 1 4 1 4 4 1 3 3 8 1
21 1	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 0 1 9 0 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 1
2? 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 5 0 1 6 1 6 5 2 2 4 4 4 4 2 2 3 8 8 2
23 1 ^j ! 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 4 0 1 7 0 3 4 4 5 2 4 4 2 2 2 8 9 6
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 0 1 7 0 3 5 1 5 3 1 5 1 1 Ill 2 3
25 CI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 0 1 8 1 7 5 5 1 5 4 5 5 3 2 3 1 7 3
26 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 5 1 5 1 1 3 3 3 1 5 2 3 5 10 10 7
27 11 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 5 1 1 9 0 3 3 4 5 5 4 5 4 3 6 5 5 4
28 G 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 5 0 1 7 1 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 2 3
29 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 1
30 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 4 3 5 5 1
31 0 0 0 1 0 0 0) 0 0 5 0 0
32 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 C 1
33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 C 0 8 1 8 5 3 3 5 3 5 2 2 3 4 3 5
34 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 3 C 1 8 1 9 3 3 5 4 5 4 4 5 5 n. 6 6 5
35 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 C 1 1 6 1 1 4 2 4 1 5 4 1 1 2
36 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 C 1 4 1 5 4 4 2 3 4 5 5 5 5 5I 8 7 4
37 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 9 0 4 1 3 5 2 1 1 1 1 2
38 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 8 1 7 5 4 3 5 3 3 5 3 4 2 8 5 4
39 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 5 0 1 1 0 3 4 2 4 5 3 4 3 3 2 2 3
Note: The respondent company assigned the number 2 was a blank response. Further blank
responses were not assigned company numbers.
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Table A.2: Overall Response Statistics
Variable N Mean
Standard
Deviation
SDPR 38 0.18
CRPR 38 0.10
CHPR 38 0.34
MAPR 38 0.23
CRST 38 0.31
CRTR 38 0.15
CRBT 38 0.28
CRIF 38 0.02
FDPS 38 0.36
FDDS 38 0.07
SIZE 38 3.94 1.31
THREEA 38 0.13
THRAPR 34 0.91
FOURA 30 7.90 1.51
FOURB 31 .48
FOURB PR 14 6.64 1.44
SIXONE 32 3.87 1.15
SIXTWO 32 3.50 1.29
SIXTHR 31 2.58 1.28
SIXFOR 32 4.28 0.85
SIXFIV 29 3.48 1.15
SIXSXA 30 3.30 1.36
SIXSXB 31 4.16 1.00
SIXSVN 29 2.82 1.31
SIXATE 28 3.03 1.20
SIXNYN 29 3.34 1.14
SEVENA 29 4.58 2.86
SEVENB 28 5.10 2.93
SEVENC 25 3.40 1.60
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Table A.3: Highlights of Group Differences for
Me&n Values in Question 6
Question	 Mean Calculation
six one	 Would have been substantially higher and not the
machinery producer group given it much lower ratings
than other groups.
six two
	
As above.
*six three	 Much higher than the low indicated mean for crop
transportation and crop buying and trading.
six four	 Uniformly high.
six five •	 Uniform among groups.
six six A	 Extremely low response from machinery producers or
would have been substantially higher.
six six B	 Uniformly high.
*six seven	 Scored extremely highly among crop producers -
4.33 - as opposed to overall mean score of 2.83.
Also higher among seed producers, crop storage and
crop transportation than overall mean might indicate.
six eight Scored higher among seed producers, crop producers,
and crop buyers and traders than overall meat + (3.03)
may indicate - it stored a mean of 3.51 among these
groups.
*six nine	 As above. The mean of 4.11 among these groups is
much higher than the overall mean of 3.34.
.
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Table A.4: Question 5 Responses (What are the strengths and
weaknesses of site evaluation work done currently)
(Numbers indicate more than one virtually identical response for that item)
Strengths
- knowledge of service area
	
3
- competition analysis
(format for decision) 	 2
- good presentations	 2
- knowledge of people in area 2
- cost effective	 2
- locating in relation to sources
of raw materials and market
- good on agricultural trends
- involvement and commitment
- low cost
- we work with the company fran-
chises and the information is
very good
- good feel for how it fits our
needs
- experience in picking good
locations
- short term people who know pre-
sent facilities can better plan
location of new facilities
- (good) agricultural data
available now
- preserve options with attention
to transportation system: water
vs. rail vs. pipeline vs. truck
- check off lists
- analysis done to locate new
facilities
Weaknesses
- assumed ability to change pro-
duce lines
- overly subjective
- historical rather than future
orientation
- long time component in developing
- lack of economic data
- weak criteria
- depth (lack of?)
- long-range accuracy
- personal involvement
- "competition"
- "handling"
- it [information from franchises]
is aimed strictly at their product
- sometimes miss important alterna-
tives
- regulatory requirements occas-
sionally overlooked
- tendency to underestimate our
expansion needs
- bias in evaluation
- lack of expertise technically
-measuring competition strengths
- rail oriented, A th an uncertain
future
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Table A.4: Question 5 Responses (What are the strengths and
weaknesses of site evaluation work done currently)
(continued)
Strengths
- discussion with growers
- knowledge of grower economics
- distribution cost evaluation
Weaknesses
- transportation costs increasing
rapidly
- in depth evaluation of all the
variable factors which affect
cost (long term as well as
short term)
- instability in agric:°ltural
situations (related to) con-
tinual government regulations
and programs both state and
federal
- losing sight of long-range
objectives. Short term consi-
derations control
- evaluation of future markets
which determine size of future
crops
- possible variations of annual
weather patterns
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Table A.5: Question 6 Responses (What other information is
important in evaluating a new facility site?)
Other Information	 Rating
- (assess to) water transportation
- storage and handling at point of transfer 	 5,5 (two responses)
- transportation facilities and services	 4,4 (two responses)
- highways - traffic flow
	
4
- people local management 	 5
- local trading patterns of farmers: how
far will they travel for machinery?	 4
- manpower	 5
- political climate 	 5
- outlook for railroads
(continuity of operation) 	 5
- long-range economic outlook for crop in area 	 5
- competitive situation 	 4
- availability of storage - dry or liquid	 4
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APPENDIX B
Data from the Homebuyers' Information Service
Market Survey
This appendix augments the Expanded Homebuyers' Information Service
F
section of Chapter 6. The questionnaire in Figure 8.1 provided the
	 !
I
basis for that section's conclusions. Details of the responses appear
in the three tables. Tables 8.1 and B.2 show how the respondents ranked
the importance of the neighborhood information items listed at the
beginning of the questionnaire. Table 6.3 summarizes the r!plies to the
remaining questions.
VERY	 NOT
ORIGINAL PAGE tS
Of POOR QUALITY
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Fi gure 8.1. Real Estate Survey Questionnaire
--- HOUSING INFORMATION SURVEY ---
The following information is currently available, we are attempting
to determine which items are the most isportant to home buyers. Please
grade each information request on a scale of one to five as to the
level of importance your client would place on having these additional
facts while shopping for a property. Check appropriate areas.
Information available for the
INDIVIDAUL NEIGHBORHOOD
of-}is-t&d house. Numtgr of.-
single family homes • average price
condominiums i average price
townhouses i average price
rental units
houses sold per year
people carpooling
churches & synagoges
housing code restrictions
average size of area house lots
mean B medium age of homeowners
,seas B medium age of children
mean i medium income of neighbors
amount of children per household
loth*
Information available for a
TWO MILE RADIUS
of listed house. Number of
shopping centers
food stores
restaurants
fast-food restaurants
gas i service stations
sedical offices
veterinary hospitals
smergency room& i hospitals
Hass transit connections
accesses to highways
:ommuniiy ,ilervices (libraries, stc?
( page one of three)
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Information available for a
	
VERY	 NOT
TWO MILE RADIUS
	
IMPORTANT	 IMPORTANT
of listed house __
 Number of...	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
outdoor rec facilities - public
- private
indoor rec facilities - public
- private
of tax base supported by.area
property taxes•
unem;loyment rate
other
would you be interested in
projected growth figures on:
a] future population
b] expected commercial growth
c] other
1] Are you satisfied with the quality and quantity of information you
currently have available for clients?
satisfied 5	 —^`^- 4 —3 -2 ^—^ satisfied10 ^ ^' ^ 6 5 4  	 1
21 Do clients ever have trouble choosing between houses because of-their
lack of information about each property?
verynottroubled
	 ^--^- ^^^—— —^—^—^ troubled10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
31 in comparison to the costs of your offices' current information
services (is, Multi-List & etc), would the information that you
valued from the proceeding pages be worth paying extra for ?,yes _no.
If yes, 0 - 10% more_, 11-25% morek. 26-50% acre
—
, 76-1CCA more_
4] Do you feel the home shopper should pay for this additional
information? _yes Y-no.
5] Do yQu , fea1 that this data will give your firm a competitive advantage?
es _no
Explain......
m .I- .Cz.
(page two of three)
L ,^
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61 What information that you marked as important could possibly antagonize
residents of a particular area?
71 Would you expect that this system could help attract more customers to
your office? Ryes• _no
If yes, about how many per month?
8] Do you feel that this system would attract now speculators and/or
Investors into the housing market or into your office (now that
they_ciln evaluate property in • areas previously unknown to them)?
^! yes ono
If yes, about how many per month? L7t-o	 •^-.•-.^B
91 Briefly list some of your general comments about the survey and the
proposed expanded data base on your business.
101 Does your office use a computerized listing service now? __yes )^ no.
Which service?
11] Approxiamtely tow manj houses (properties) does your office sell in
. an average month? to	 .
121 How many agents operateout of your office (both full time and part—time)?
Thank you for your cooperation and time.
(page three of three)
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Table B.l:	 Responses Concerning Individual Neighborhood
Information Value
Information Item
Number of Responses
Very
Important
Not
Important
Single Family Homes 11 5 1 1 1
Condominiums 1 7 3 2 0
Townhouses 6 6 5 3 0
Rental Units 4 3 6 1	 5 2
Houses sold per year 3 1 6 1	 1 7
People Carpooling 1 2 3 3 9
Churches and Synagoges 3 8 3 0 5
Housing Code Restrictions 3 1 3 1 1
Average Lot Size 1 6 8 1 1
Age of Children 3 5 6 4 3
j Age of Homeowners 3 6 5 2 2
i
Income of Neighbors 2 4 6 4 1
Children per Household 0 3 2 0 1
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Table 8.2: Responses Concerning Two Mile Radius
Information Value
Information Item
Number of Responses
Very
Important
Not
Important
Shopping Centers 8 5 2 3 1
Stores 8 tFood	 16 _f1 3
Restaurants 2 7 6 3 3
Fast-Food Restaurants 2 3 7 3 4
Gas Stations 2 5 5 5 2
Medical Offices 2 6 5 4 3
Veterinary Hospitals 1 2 9 3 3
Hospitals 3 9 2 4 0
Mass Transit Connections 1 6 3 0 1
Highway Access 5 4 0 1 0
Community Services 3 4 4 3 1
Public Outdoor Recreation 4 6 3 2 2
Private Outdoor Recreation 2 5 2 3 0
Public Indoor Recreation 4 6 5 2 1
Private Indoor Recreation 2 5 3 2 0
% Tax Base Supported by
Property Taxes 4 4 4
5
Unemployment Rate 2 2 3 5 5
Future Projected Population 5 6 2 0 1
Expected Commercial Growth 5 4 4 0 0
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Table B.3: Overall Response Statistics
Question N Mean
Standard
Deviation
1 24 6.6 1.76
2 24 7.2 2.08
3 24 .46 .51
3' 24 .67 .96
4 24 .21 .41
5 24 .46 .51
7 24 .37 .49
7' 24 .63 .87
8 24 .50 .51
8' 24 .71 .81
10 24 .38 .49
11 24 21.6 20.7
12 24 24.5 20.4
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Key to Data
Positive responses were coded as "111.
Negative responses were coded as 11011.
Question 3 coded the ranges of values so that "0-10%"
was a "1", and "76-100%" was coded as a 4".
Questions 1' and 8' used the coding:
Number of New
Customers Code
None 0
Uncertain 1
1-2 2
3-5 3
6 or more 4
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APPENDIX C
Supporting Information for the Forestry Study
This appendix begins with a cross-reference list, Table C.1, of
i
currently active forestry organizations and the services they provide.
Table C.2 is an example of agency offerings from the Illinois Division
of Forestry.
A forestry questionnaire, reproduced in Figure C.1 and discussed
in Chapter4, surveyed woodlot owners to determine the utilization of
current forestry services. The questionnaire also asked about satisfac-
tion with those services and needed additional aids. Table C.3 is a
summary of the survey responses. Table C.4 presents more detail by
reproducing the replies concerning "strengths" and "weaknesses" as seen
by the respondents.
r
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Figure M. Forestry Survey Questionnaire
QUESTIONNAIRE
1. How much land do you hold in AQ WIAPS	 county?
1-10 acres
	
_ 11 -20 acres	 21 -50 acres	 51-100 acres
100-200 acres	 _ 201-500 acres
	 Zover 500 acres
2. How long have you owned this .-land?	 years
3. What percent is forest?
l-^-f / / /-l-l-l-l-.13
0%	 50%	 100%
4."" How far do you live from your holding (s)? . 120 miles ( approximately)
5. Do you have holdings elsewhere? 	 yes	 no
6. Do you receive any income (money made without subtracting expenses)
f1yy
our land during the coursk of an average year?
 no	 (NOTE: Allinfo tion wiZt be kept anonymous)
If yes, how much?	 0-$20$201-$500	 X501-$1000
$1001-$5000	 over $5001
7. How many times in a year do you visit your land? 1,_. _- ^	 times
S. How much is your land worth per acre today?
V/500 or less	 501-650	 651-800	 801-950
__951_1000	 _ over 1,000
(If you do not know please Zist the cost of purchase per acre and
check here	 ).
9. Do you use an agency to improve your land, profit, or both? (e.g.,
stat foresters, tree farm association, commercial consultants, etc.)
yes _ no
IF YES PLEASE CO TO QUESTION 18. 	 IF NO PLEASE CONTINUE.
CFA+tit+l+kR+t+k^F+4A+F+k+4^lAA+F+4+hA+4atA^k+4+4AA+F^t^4^fkRA^tAR^t^k^F+kAA+t^F+F+F^kA^^4AA+k^tRAAR+k^F+kh^k^t'+!h
QUESTIONNAIRE
Page Two
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10. Have you ever considered doing something to improve the woodland on your
property and/or planting trees to convert fields to make money?
yes	 no
11. If yes what?
12. Have you ever obtained information or services from the following groups?
(Check more than one if appropriate):
American Forest Institute
National Forest Service
State Forest Service
Other (please specify)
Other (please specify)
Other (please specify)
13. If you have obtained information please rate their :
service? l^ l_ J_._f_lf^—^`f_1 _j
usefulness? / / / /_^_ fJ f_ l_I
0	 5	 10
poor
	
average
	 excellent
14. What are their manor strengths and weaknesses?
Strengths
	
Weaknesses
i
15. Would you use a service which could provide information on how to improve
your land and it ' s value, increase profits from your land, and advise on
free governmental services and matching funds?
Yes	 .._ no
QUESTIONNAIRE
Page Three
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16. Now much would you be willing to pay for this service?
% On percentage of possible money to be made)
17. Consider a service to manage your lot which could perform selective
cutting, selling wood, planting, fire control, etc. You would regulate
all activity and receive a yearly report on the condition of your land.
Would you use such a service? -	 yes	 no
If yes, how much would you-be will7n-g to pay?
MANX YOU POR YOUR rna. 	 PLEASE RETURN THE QUESTIONNAIRE
^► ,^s^^^+r+t+ray+^a+rya,^^aa+^kfi^^t^^^^^a+^^^^,^^ea^^^^^+t,^se^e^^^+^a^+^+^^^ ► ^+t^^^^^+^^h^+^
18. Wha system did you use? ( check more than one if appropriate)
Vb) American Tree FarmState Forester
c National Forest S_ ervice
d) Matching Funds
e) Other (please specify)
19. Please rate your satisfaction with these group(s).
b)I _^1_^__.l	 e)
c) /_J_1_^^..f—.^	 high	 low
high	 low
20. What are their major strengths and weaknesses?
Group
T-
Weaknesses
1^►1. C1u-^
L
PT
QUESTIONNAIRE
Page Four
21. Consider a service which could do an indepth analysis of your property
holdings using information about your county and state. Information
would include market characteristics, government programs and services,
commercial services, local land and forest conditions, and others.
Using this information this service would consult and handle business
transactions, recommend management techniques and other similar services
to help increase land values and profits from the land. This service
would have experts in forestry, economics. and law on it's staff.
Would you be interested in a service such as this?
^es
	 no
If yes how much would you be willing to pay?
% (in percentage of money ma 4.)	
.91 *' ^1CY^t/ Ve
Are there any services that were not mentioned that you Mould like
to ave?	
r
Q 6	 VW CI
at A	 v C	 jje
•	 tM.	 C	 ti/^
24. Would you use a service which could supply you with interpreted data
from aerial and satellite imagery about information and conditions
about your land, county, and state?
yes	 _ no	
^.	 e 3
Now much would you pay?	 % (in percent of money made)
TRANK YOU FOR YOUR TDZ. 	 PLUM M TVAN THE QVWTIONNAIRB
A AiF+F+t+1A+kA+t+f+f AA+f +4+f AAA+kAA+l+1AA+FA+f A+1A+FA+F+lA+f^AA+k+t^AAA+1+l +lAA^`+fA+f+f kA+fR+F+l+FA+lA+FAA
22.
23.
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Table C.1: Cross-Reference List of Current
Organizations and Their Services
a°
dl
o
N ^
E t4.
N
4-0
216
y^y N
C ^
v
r
O
Inventory X X
Management Recommendation X X X
Physical Demonstrations X
Monitoring Harvests X X
Monitoring thinning X X
Consulting X X X
Literature:
	
Contracts X
Private Entrepreneur X
New Technology X
Present Services X X X X
Market X X
Arrange Contracts X
Price Estiamtes X
Fire X X X
Insect and Disease X X X
Salivaculture X X
Cost Sharing Programs X
Management Certifaction X
Leasing Property X X
Clearcut X
Thin
•M
X
Work with ASCS X X
Work with Treefarm X X
Free X X • X X X
Charge X X
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY	
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1-3=	 Table C.2
toxlps Available troll tllieois Dil6sip 2L h^
partment of aserra oa
Upon direct request. a technical and espertemcbd forester am
provide any and all of the following services. This is done to e lope:-
sties with the United States forest Service as part of several federml-
aid p^olp	 All work can only be done within the limitations of
physical capabilities and established priorities.
A.	 To Rural Landowners (and_teasnts)_
y
0	 • a.
inventories 	 tell
Quantity of timber present (board feet) C,te l A
•-b. Quality of timber present
-a. Growth rate and future yields
• d. Allowable present and future harvests
: o. present and future values
t..•!-	 Provide proper woodland management r000mmeadatioms (often
n a written plan) Mich include
• a. Complete description and condition of timberland
• b., inventory data
• a. proper marketing and harvesting procedures for metan
trees
d. Tips for improving productivity
1- eliminate livestock
it - keep out fires
iii . timber stand imprevememt work
Any necessary insect and disease control nwurw
- t. Additional practices beneficial to wildlife. soil
censnrvation. recreation. etc.
*-T.	 ftysical;y assist in conducting proper timber harvests
by
-	 a. Solecting. masking (with paint). and measuring "ripe"
tress throughout the woodland
— b. Providing a Meting of these marked tress and their
volumes
•	 e. Assisting in securing proper market outlets
• d. Giving my other desired technical advice and guidance
i- timber sale contracts
it- timber products crop tepwts
iii - other
4.	 Provide complete advlee and service for rural reforestation
projects (including !lmas Tress) such as:
A. Providing MW enmrlefing nwcoscsry forms and literature
•	 b. Species recommendations and pleating pattwrws
• C. Demonstration of physical mechanics of planting
i- hand tools
It - tree-planting machines
- d. plantation noasaant
I ' pruning and shearing
it- thJusing
iii - other
- e. Harvesting of production
Source of miscellaneous forestry information regarding
look smbjects as
a. Native timber usage
b. Mee•,$ working
c. Posts end timbertreating
d. Mead, brush, and undestrable tree control
3/70 500
i
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'Table C.2 (continued)
r"i^^ Otter multiple lend use values such as
i - recreation
it - hunting mad fishing
lit - envi:omMntal improvement
t. Oth•.
B. To Communities (workiM with local govetownt units only
Note: "Services guide":
soma tsuuv people or iess) ------- mia ex sem ces .a o -
Cities (5000 - 20.000 population)-- limited amount of 11 S
cities (20.000 or more people) ---- general counsel only
m s3 -----------------»----------- available to all
1. Conduct (or help set up) a survey telling:
a. nature said condition of existing trees
1. species present
2. age
3. distribution pattern
b. "Critical" problem areas
1. eroded lands
2. treeless sectors
3. environmental troubles
2. Provide general recoomendations and guidance for:
a. existing trees
1. eradication or improvement
2. guide of costs involved
1. listing of available, reputable arbosists (to do the work)
4. follow-up reviews and consultations
b. new plantings
1. layout and arrangements
2. species recommendations (for specific site and enriron-
mental conditions)
3. proper planting procedures
4. care and mmintenance advice
S. listing of sources (and cost guide) for plant materials
C. Additional help
1. ava i 1 ab le psh l i c ftmds mW programs
2. local community group participation
3. 1 8 E materials (films; literature. etc.)
S. Service SPOWIC. problems and requests: such es:
e. polluil'on--cwMage
b. arbitrate (and counsel) an minims acceptable tree work
stasdarls
c. cstestrophe damage reviews
1. loss estimates
2. salvage possibilities
d. insects and/or disease
e. latest tree cures and tree care techniques
f. problem area treatments
1. city dumps and junk yards
2. screenings
-...	 ___..	 3. hazards
S. marketing (chips, logs, etc.)
ORIGINAL
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'Table C.2 (continued)
C. To Forest Products Operators 6 industries
1. Administer Timber firers Licensing ACL
a. Assures payment for timber.
b. getter industry data
i - location
11 - resource requirements
iii - products produced
c. Upgrade industry
I . - minimize "fly-by-nighters"
2. Bacou age and improve market outlets
a. Forest Resource data
b. Coordinate and assist other data procurement
3. VArketing newsletter (quarterly)
a. Facilitates products, services, and equipment and trens-
actions
b. Current news items
4. Available timber for commercial harvesting
(via Newsletter and individual contacts)
a. Species present
b. Quantity available
e. Other characteristics
S. Improve mill operations by encouraging
a. Proper tree-cutting practices
i- recognize and separating products
it - knowing specifications
iii - correct equipment
b. getter manufacturing techniques
i - improved plant layout
11 - cutting for grade and exact specifications
iii - fuller-use of rap materials (less waste)
IV - seasoning and handling
c. Improved and additional secondary market outlets
6. Other assistance
a. Provide :Brent liaison with government and other
agencies
b. Baeourage use of wood and wood products
c. Frovido 1 A a materials (film. Literature, 3pesehes,
etc.)
O. To others:
1. Frovido forestry information and programs to interested
gsomps and individuals
a. Civic organizations	 }
b. Rural agricultural groups
c. Youth clubs
2. Provide general educational and informational forestry
material for asetings, demonstrations, radio, newspapers
and similar media of publicity
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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Table C.2 (continued)
3. Cooperated closely by providing forestry services as part
of allied agencies and programs such as
a. Soil Conservation Service (usually defined in written
Memorandum of understandiag betweed county SC District
dad Division of Forestry
b. United States Forest Service
i - research studies
C. Agricultural Conservation Protract (Help formulate aad
.conduct forestry phases of this program)
nsd. Exte sion Service (work hand in hand with Farm Advisers	 i
and forestry extension personnel in promoting demonstra-
tions, etc.)	 !`
e. Industrial and civic organisations (promote good forestry
practices wherever and whenever possible)
i - American Forest Products Industries (Tree Para
Program)
it- Illinois Technical Forestry Association
iii - Sportsmen's groups
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Table C.3: Talley of Forestry Survey Responses
Question Nueber
No. 1 2 3 1	 4 1 5 6A 1611 1	 7 8 1	 9 110	 111 12	 113 15	 1 16	 1 17A 1781 18	 119 21 1 22 1 24
1 5 10 10 0 0 1 5 365 6 0 0 0
2 6 3 22 60 0 1 -5 20 6 0 1 1 1 3 1 3
3 6 124 35 45 1 1 3 6 0 0 SF 6 1 1
4 6 19 40 1 1 1 5 365 6 1 SF 3 1 6 0
S 5 20 10 60 1 1 5 4 6 0 0 1 10 1
6 6 10 10 0 0 0 365 6 1 SF 2 0 0
7 6 100 20 2 0 0 36S 2 1 SF 5 0 0
8 6 10 10 1 0 1 5 365 6 0 0 0
9 4 20 40 280 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 0
10 3 3 100 35 0 0 40 3 0 0 0 0
11 3 6 80 45 0 1 1 6 4 0 1 1 1 50 1
12 S 20 30 3 0 1 4 200 6 0 0 0 0
13 6 25 2 2 0 1 S 365 6 0 0 1 1
14 5 5 8 45 0 1 4 8 4 0 1 1
15 3 10 50 15 0 0 50 1 0 0 1 O
16 5 20 20 2 0 1 5 10 6 0 0 0 0 0
1) 2 6 100 12 1 0 5 1 0 1 1 SF 2 1 15 1 15
18 7 4 15 15 1 .	 1 S 3 6 0 0 1 1
19 3 11 100 45 1 0 35 1 0 0 0
20 6 25 10 0 1 1 365 6 0 0 0 0
21 7 41 20 1 0 1 5 10 6 1 SF S 1 0 1
22 3 20 100 0 0 0 365 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
23 1 34 0 0 0 0 265 6 0 0 0 0
24 7 10 100 120 1 1 2 5 1 1 ATF 5 1 25
SF
MF
25 3 47 60 0 0 0 365 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
26 5 7 50 5 1 0 5 2 0 0 1 33 1 33
27 6 50 100 76 1 1 3 5 6 1 SF S 1 1
TSI
28 3 15 90 600 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 All 8 1 10 1 10 SF 2 1 15 15
MF
FC
29 3 10 100 300 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 SF 9 1 1 15
30 5 19 60 0 0 0 36S 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
31 5 18 SO 0 0 0 365 1 SF 3 1 0 0
32 7 8 50 0 1 0 365 1 0 0 SF 8 1 50 1 * 1 50 SO
33 4 1S 30 0 0 1 2 365 3 0 0 1 0
34 7 32 80 100 0 1 3 12 1 0 0 SF 2 1 25 1 25 SF 4 1 25 2S
3S 6 3 90 125 1 0 4 1 0 1 1 SF 10 1 10 1 10
36 5 65 50 130 1 0 2 S 0 1 1 SF 10 1 0
37 7 20 100 125 1 1 50 1 FC S 0 0
SF
38 1 9 100 1500 1 0 10 2 0 1 SO 1
39 6 10 100 35 1 0 5 1 1 0 SF 6 1
40 5 27 90 100 1 0 SO 1 0 1 1 SF 6 1 1
41 3 28 90 370 1 0 1 1 i 0 1 1 1
i sy to ate
SF - State Forester
W - Matching Funds
ATF - American Tree Farm
TSI - Timber Stand Improvement
FC - Forest Cropland
"0• - Negative response
"1 • - Festive Response
Numerals for questions 1. 6. and 8 indicate which range ^f values
was selected. For example, "1-10 acres" is coded as a 1.
"over S00 acres" is coded as a 7.
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Table C.4: Answers to Question 20 (What are str..igths and
weaknesses of current services?)
Strengths	 Weaknesses
- Expert advice	 - Poor management and super-
vision
	 2
- Good service
- Wasted money
- Information
-• Too much work for one agency
- Personal advice 	 2
- Counts as taxable income
(matching funds)
	
2
- Response	 2
- No follow-up
- Fire Control
- Not enough concern
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APPENDIX D
Energy Conservation Management, Inc. (EMC)
Promotional Literature
The Gulf Atlantic Corporation, owner of EMC, Inc., expressed great	
i
interest in the insulation/roofing brokerage idea of Chapter 6. This
company has most of the elements of such a business already in place.
They thought it a fine idea and are willing to test it.
.	
BURGER
	
...
	 KING
	
... yam ""^/rr►.^- -	 ^ ^—
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CALSE H ISTORYa Burger KingAirport Blvd. ENCwarMobile, Alabama
O
1. FACILITY DETAIL - EXISTING.
11.
A. Seating capacity 82.
B. Bryant heating and air units, two 5 ton kitchen, two 5 ton dining area.
C.One walk-in cooler 2.5 tons.- two smaller coolers, .5 ton each.
D.Water heated with gas.
MODIFICATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO
INCREASE ENERGY EFFICIENCY.
A Heat reclaim system was installed on walk-in cooler refrigeration unit.
B. Air conditioning and heating economizers were installed on air
handling systems.
C. Outside air ^,entilauon system was installed in grill area.
D. Control system installed to optimize utilization of all air conditioning
and heating systems, coolers and interior and exterior lighung.III. INSTALLATION SCHEDULE AND RESULTS.
N.
A. Heat reclaim system was completed In July, 1978. Our calculation
shows a savings of 10.36% (original projected savings annually
was 8.5%).
B.Air conditioning economizer system was completed in July, 1978.
Our calculation shows a savings of 3.6% (original projected
savings annually was 4.1%).
C.Outside air ventilation was completed in July, 1978. Our
calculation shows a savings of 3.4% (original projected
savings annually was 4.0%(.
D.Control system was put into 100% operation in July. 1978.
Installation began in March, 1978 — Unit was a prototype.
and problems getting parts were significant. Our calculation
shows a savings of 12 85% (original projected savings annually
was 10%(.
PROJECTED PAYOUT ON ALL COSTS
ASSOCIATED WITH THE ABOVE
INSTALLATION IS 3.0 YEARS
AT TO DAY'S RATES.
ORIGINAL PAGE
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
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G t!WNAL PAUL
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
Energy Conservation Management, and
affiliates in other states, offers clients
consultation, design support services,
"TURN-KEY" installations, continued
maintenance service and guaranteed
energy savings.
Energy Conservation Management is
completely independent, with no specific
product affiliations to bias judgment. We
are therefore free to develop innovative
approaches and techniques to achieve
effective utilization of energy.
ENERGY CONSERVATION MANAGE-
MENT is a Mobile based firm specializing
in providing "TOTAL" energy manage-
ment for commercial, institutional and
industrial facilities.
The company founders, an HVAC con-
tractor, an insulation contractor and a
consulting engineer, felt that no specific
company was offering clients a "TURN-
KEY" energy management program. With
energy costs rising in the immediate
future, the need for a firm such as Energy
Conservation Management was well justified.
t-z0z-
OUR "TOTAL" ENERGY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS INCLUDE:
n Demand and load controllers that
reduce peak KW demand and KWH
consumption.
n Heat reclaim systems which recapture
waste heat from compressors, motors
or boilers and utilize this heat for space,
water or process needs.
• Lighting modifications.
• Insulation of facilitieswhich have little
or no R value.
n HVAC systems alteration using
enthalpy control, dampers and
ventilation.
n Capacitor instillation for facilities that
pay penalties for low power factor.
ENERGY CONSERVATION
MANAGEMENT OFFERS PROSPECTS:
n Energy audits or load surveys of their
facilities.
n Custom designed energy management
systems to fit their specific needs.
n Utility rate and cost analysis with
calculated ROI or payback on applied
projects.
• ''Turn-Key" installation and training of
personnel in the operations of the
energy management systems.
• Equipment warranties and extended
maintenance programs.
• Alternatives for financing.
Our staff members represent 50 years
experience in the following fields:
N Electrical Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering
• Electronic Engineering
• Architectural Engineering
In any f3c:'ity, an effective low energy
level must be integrated with comfort
and operating standards.
To attain this goal with economic effec-
tiveness requires technical skills, cost
control, quality construction and schedul-
ed maintenance. The people at Energy
Conservation Management can provide
this complete package of services for
your new installation or upgrade and
maintain your existing facilities.
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